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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

Coordination, communication, timely implementation, and avoiding duplication are
 

the major challenges facing the Irrigation Management Systems (IMS) Coordinating
 
Committee. This committee must effectively monitor and manage, on a continuous
 
basis, the activities of the ten components which comprise the $340 million
 
Irrigation Management Systems Project in Egypt. Each of the ten components
 
plays a specific role in accomplishing the overall goal of the IMS Project-
"Effective control of Nile waters for all uses and particularly for their
 
opt imal allocation to and within agriculture as a means of helping increase
 
agricultural production and productivity."
 

These challenges and other important issues were the focus of a four-and-a-half 
dav' IMS Project Management Workshop held in Alexandria, Egypt, September 3 to 8, 
1989. Thirty-nine people attended the workshop--25 Egyptians and 14 Americans. 
In h'.s opcning address, His Excellency Engineer Essam Rady, Minister of Public 
Woris and Water Resources (MPWWR) , expressed his hope that the participants 
-,,ill be able to release some of the constraints facing the implementation of 
t h project's components." Engineer Ahmed Ali Mazen, Chairman of the Irrigation 
D<-pa::nzt and the IMS Coordinating Committee, said his objectives in bringing 
the participants together for this workshop were to identify issues facing 

i >I- ::tation and to reach agreement on ways to resolve them or make 
rec orim:cendat ions for their resolution. 

The workshop was conducted bv facilitators Kathy Alison and Dee Hahn-Rollins,
 
from rhe Irrigation Support Project for Asia and the Near East (ISPAN). They
 
interviewed 31 participants to determine the workshop agenda. Eight major issues
 
areas were identified from the interview data as important to discuss during the
 
workshop. 

MAJOR 	ISSUES IDENTIFIED
 

1. The role and responsibilities of the IMS Coordinating
 
Committee and its relationship to the project component 
steering committees, technical assistance team members, other 
ministries within the Government of Egypt, other donors and 
tl- U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID). 

2. 	 Authority and decision-making of project directors. What kinds
 
of decisions can project directors make? What decisions have
 
to be taken to the project component steering committees? What
 

decisions should be taken to the IMS Coordinating Committee
 
and Engineer Mazen?
 

3. The lack of coordination, communication, and resource sharing
 
among components. The different components do not know what
 

other components are doing and what resources others might
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have that could assist them. Participants fear duplicating
 
others' work, overlapping without coordinating and, in extreme
 
cases, conducting activities that contradict another
 
component's work.
 

4. 	 The need to solve the mysteries of USAID procurement and other
 
regulations. Participants complained about the lack of clear,
 
specific, and consistent information and/or advice on
 
procedures.
 

5. 	 Role and function of the IMS Monitoring Office. What is the
 
overall role and responsibility of the Monitoring Office?
 

6. 	 Counterpart staffing, local salaries, and civil servant
 
incentives. These areas were identified as constraints to the
 
project's implementation plan(s).
 

7. 	 IMS components' training needs and the role of NITI (National
 
Irrigation Training Institute). There was an expressed need
 
from all the components for a coordinated effort in regard to
 
conducting training needs assessments, developing training
 
plans, conducting training programs, and purchasing equipment.
 

8. 	 The future of the IMS Project. What happens after 1991?
 

The largest percentage of the workshop's time was spent on the discussion of
 
these eight issues and reaching agreements on what could be done to resolve
 
them. Specific agreements and recommendations for each issue area are explained
 
in detail in Chapter 3 of the report.
 

SUMMARY OF KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
 

The agreements reached put a strong emphasis both on the IMS Coordinating 
Committee's role in policy making and the role of component project directors 
in exercising their authority to take responsibility for making decisions about 
implementation activities. 

The role of the project component steering committees was clarified and
 
reaffirmed as being the place where project directors could go for advice and
 
support in resolving implementation problems. It was agreed that only as a last
 
resort were implementation problems to be broughIt to the IMS Coordinating
 
Committee for resolution.
 

Project directors were encouraged to take the initiative in communicating and
 
working with other components; formal and informal meetings could be called and
 
project component steering committees would be used to share information.
 
Resources such as maps would be available free of charge to other components.
 
Work plans, technical information, etc. would be shared.
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USAID officers agreed to request that the USAID Contracts Office conduct a
 
procurement workshop for project directors and others. Project directors were
 
encouraged to work with their USAID project officers to insure timely response
 
to requests.
 

An ad hoc group was formed to help the newly established Monitoring Office make
 
some important decisions on how it is zoing to function. It was agreed that the
 
Monitoring Office would provide training to people in each component who would
 
be providing data to the office.
 

Participants recommended that MPWWR make every effort to provide counterpart
 
staffing, and if staff cannot be provided, then positions should be filled by
 
local contract hires. The lack of adequate staff, the ceiling on local
 
salaries, and low incentives were cited repeatedly as major constraints to
 
project implementation. It was recommended that the IMS Coordinating Committee
 
raise the ceiling on local salaries and that employee performance be considered
 
in awarding incentives.
 

There was genera] agreemenit that NITI should provide general training courses
 
applicable across. project components while individual components would provide
 
specialized training. However, currently NITI's capacity to provide services
 
is limited.
 

There was agreement to start the process of looking ahead to what will be needed 
after 1991, the project activity completion date, and 1995, end of project 
extension. The IMS Coordinating Committee and USAID agreed Lo review policies, 
philooph'y, and objectives by the end of 1990, identify new projects by the end 
of 1991, and develop a project design by 1992. 

FACILITATORS' COMMENTS
 

For the IMS Project to accomplish its goal, it is critical that the 
agreements summarized here and outlined more specifically later in the report 
be monitored closely for timely and effective execution. To date this project 
has successfully completed several activities. And now it is entering into a 
peak stage of activity--expec ations are high and the need is great. 

Near the end of the workshop when participants reviewed and made final revisions
 
to their agreements, it became apparent that the participants had all committed
 
themselves in one way or another to do something. Some agreements require
 
people to change their behavior, i.e., delegate authority in their absence or
 
encourage lower-level staff to take more initiative. There has been a strong
 
tendency to take problems to a higher level for resolution. On a project of 
this scale, this causes unnecessary delays and stifles employees' creativity and 
mtivation. 

Other agreements mean taking on new responsibilities, monitoring staff and
 
activities more closely, purposely seeking out opportunities to share
 
information and collaborate with one another as well as with other departments
 
within MPWWP and outside.
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All the participants must commit themselves to fulfill the promises made during 
the workshop. The IMS Coordinating Committee needs to continually remind people 
of their agreements and hold them accountable. To keep peoples' interest and 
commitment high, to review the progress on agreements, and to deal with new 
problems and issues as they surface, it is recommended that a follow-up workshop 
with the same representative groups be held in 6 to 9 months. Of particular 

importance are the agreements made concerning project director authority, 
counterpart staffing, salary incentives, per diem, and timely decision-making 
at the implementation level if component activities are going to go forward. 
A more detailed discussion of these recommendations can be found in Chapter 4 
of this report. 
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Chapter 1
 

INTRODUCTION
 

1.1 Background
 

USAID/Cairo requested the Irrigation Support Project for Asia and the Near East
 
(ISPAN) to conduct a project management workshop for the Irrigation Management
 
Systems Coordinating Committee. This committee has the overall responsibility
 

of managing the ten components of the Irrigation Management Systems (IMS)
 

Project. This project is a complex umbrella enterprise currently scheduled to
 

complete its activities in September 1991.
 

The IMS Coordinating Committee and the Office of Irrigation and Land Development
 

(ILD) of USAID/Cairo dccided that a project management workshop would provide
 

an opportunity for key project staff from the Ministry of Public Works and Water
 

Resources (MPWWR), contractor team leaders from eight of the IMS components,
 

and USAID/Cairo personnel to discuss and agree on how to resolve implementation
 

issues that cut across all of the componants. The challenge in conducting a
 

workshop of this type was to identify the central czoss-cutting issues and to
 

keep the focus on issues of this larger dimension (i.e., to avoid digressions
 

to specific components' problems or issues).
 

Thirty-nine people attended the IMS Project Management Workshop held in
 

Alc:-aidria, Egypt on September 3-8, 1989. (See Appendix A for a list of
 

participants.) His Excellency Engineer Essam Rady, Minister of Public Works and
 

Vater Resources, gave an opening address (see Appendix B), and Engineer Ahmed
 

Ali Mazen, Chairman of the Irrigation Department and the IMS Coordinating
 

Con.mittee, stated the objectives for the workshop. Kathy Alison, ISPAN Human
 

!esource Development Program Manager, and Dee Hahn-Rollins, a management
 

consultant with Training Resources Group, facilitated the workshop.
 

Since January 1989, ISPAN has conducted project start-up workshops for five of
 

the IMS components, with others scheduled for 1990. These workshops have focused
 

on the planning and management of implementation activities within each
 

individual component, but have not directly addressed the issue of communication
 

and coordination among the different components. When the IMS Project expanded
 

in 1987, the challenge of managing additional components intensified. Although
 

each component (see Appendix C) has specific objectives to accomplish in the
 

overall IMS Project, it is imperative that the project directors in each
 

compoieit -hare information and coordinate their activities when appropriate.
 

The overall goal of the IMS Project is "Eifective control of Nile waters for all
 

uses and particularly for their optimal allocation to and within agriculture as
 

a means of helping increase agricultural production and productivity." One sub

goal is "to improve the operating efficiency of the uater distribution system
 

for agricultural irrigation and for other water uses." Equally important is the
 

project's purpose which is to "strengthen the capability and capacity of the
 

M.PWW4R to plan, design, operate, and maintain the water distribution system."
 

Because of the project's magnitude and complexity, it is easy to grasp why its
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leadership wanted to give time and attention to the larger management issues
 
affecting the overall project.
 

1.2 	 Terms of Reference
 

ISPAN was requested to provide two senior facilitators, skilled in workshop
 
design, implementation and consultation. They were to:
 

a 	 Meet with key members (project directors from MPWWR,
 
contractors, and USAID personnel) to assist in preparation for
 
the workshop.
 

0 	 Review background information and interview participants to
 
identify key issues and constraints to successful project
 
implementation.
 

N 	 Analyze interview data using results to design the specific
 
elements particular to the IMS Coordinating Committee
 
workshop.
 

0 	 Oversee the workshop planning and organization and the timely 
and proper management completion of all logistical 
arrangements. 

a 	 Manage and facilitate the workshop, emphasizing team-building 
and using a problem-solving approach. 

0 	 Conduct a debriefing on the results of the workshop and 
possible next steps with key MPWWR, USAID, and contractor 
staff. 

0 	 Prepare a brief report of issues identified, including 
discussion and methodologies employed and final problem
solving approaches recommended for effective management and 
improved implementation of the entire IMS Project. 

1.3 	 Interviews
 

Thirty-one interviews were conducted to establish the workshop agenda. The
 
interviewees included 16 Egyptians in the MPWWR, 8 technical team advisors, and
 
7 USAID personnel. They were asked to describe their particular role in the
 
project, what they thought were the major issues facing the IMS Project, what
 
questions or expectations they had of the other components, and what they
 
believed were future issues the project might have to face. The ISPAN
 
consultants encouraged each interviewee to consider the overall project, not to
 
focus on an individual component.
 

The interview data were analyzed and used to develop the workshop goals and
 
sequencing of the workshop discussion topics. The ISPAN consultants prepared a
 
proposed workshop agenda, schedule, and list of what they believed to be the
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eight major issues reflected in the interview data. Their workshop proposal was
 
presented to the IMS Workshop Steering Committee for approval. The committee
 
included 1MS Coordinating Committee Chairman Engineer Ahmed Ali Mazen, USAID
 
Associate Mission Director Ed Stains, USAID Director of Irrigation and Land
 
Develepment Joe Carmack, Chairman of the Drainage Authority Engineer Sarwat
 
Fahmy, and Chairman of the Water Resource Center Dr. Mahmoud Abu Zeid. The
 
proposal was approved and prepared for distribution at the workshop.
 

1.4 	 Interview Findings and Major Issues Identified
 

Most participants were very excited about attending the workshop and had high
 
expectations about what could be accomplished. Because the IMS decision-makers
 
would be there, participants felt decisions could be made at the workshop that
 
directly affect implementation activities. Several participants acknowledged
 
they knew very little about what the other components in the project were doing
 
and how others might assist them in their own component's work. Time in the
 
country varied greatly among the technical advisors. For some the workshop would
 
be their first opportunity to meet everyone connected with the project and gain
 
a more comprehensive understanding of the overall project. Because several of
 
the project directors and their technical advisors had attended component
specific workshops similar to this one, they were familiar with the workshop
 
methodology and looked forward to the experience.
 

The interview data reflected cwo broad areas of concern. Participants wanted
 
to kiow more about the different components and the Monitoring Office and to
 
discuss and agree on how to resolve problems which were categorized under 8
 
major issues areas, described below.
 

1.4.1 IMS Coordinating Committee
 

1. 	 What types of issues should be discussed at the Coordinating Committee
 
meetings?
 

2. 	 How often should the Coordinating Committee meet? Currently, the meeting
 

schedule is irregular, which delays important decisions such as the
 
request for an increase in per diem for the project directors and project
 
staff 	to encourage field work.
 

3. 	 How can the Coordinating Committee share the results of its meetings with
 
the various components, including lower-level Egyptian staff and
 
expatriate consulcants?
 

4. 	 What is the role of the project component sub-committees? How do they
 
relate to the IMS Coordinating Committee?
 

5. 	 How can the project directors themselves get together to discuss critical
 
implementation issues that relate to more than one component, such as
 
training, feasibility studies, research results, equipment compatibility,
 
and the like.
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6. 	 How can various components whose functions are closely related be better
 
coordinated?
 

Irrigation Improvement Project, Drainage Authority, Preventive
 
Maintenance, and Structural Replacement
 

Planning Studies and Models, Main Systems Management, and
 
Monitoring, Forecasting and Simulation
 

Professional Development Project with all of the other IMS
 
components.
 

7. 	 How can the Coordinating Committee share information about other donor
 
activities that affect various project components, such as the Canadian
 
and Dutch weed control activities, the Japanese new lands feasibility
 
studies, or the Canadian mapping of the Nile channel?
 

8. 	 How can the Coordinating Committee coordinate with other ministries in
 
areas of mutual concern, such as technology transfer components within the
 
IIP/IAS, NARP, and PBDAC?
 

9. 	 What should USAID's role be in the Coordinating Committee?
 

10. 	 What role should the Technical Assistance team members play ini the 
Coordinating Committee? 

11. 	 What can the Coordinating Committee do to speed up the Ministry of
 
International Cooperation's disbursement of funds?
 

1.4.2 Authority and Decision-making of Project Directors
 

1. 	 What kinds of decisions can project directors make? What decisions have
 
to be taken to the project component subcommittees? What decisions should
 
be taken to the IMS Coordinating Committee and Eng. Mazen?
 

2. 	 How can lower-level staff be motivated to perform without specific
 
direction from project directors? Currently, staff are fearful of taking
 
initiatives if not specifically directed. Or if they are directed to do
 
something and cannot accomplish it the first time, they wait for another
 
directive before trying again to resolve the problem or accomplish the
 
task.
 

3. 	 USAID's rule on money is "use it or lose it." Why aren't the project
 
directors spending the operating funds they have? If the funds are not
 
enough, USAID can amend the budgets. Why isn't all the necessary office
 
equipment being purchased at one time to get offices operational? Some
 
offices have taken months to get organized, which has caused delays in
 
project implementation.
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4. 	 Why haven't all of the counterpart staff been identified and hired? Who
 
is responsible for this process? When will counterpart selection be
 
completed?
 

5. 	 Who has control over the individual component operating budgets? Some
 
project directors think they have to go to the Coordinating Committee to
 
get approval for purchase of office furniture and equipment. Is this
 
true, or can the project directors use operating funds to purchase day
to-day supplies or pay for day-to-day expenditures such as building
 
maintenance and upkeep without the approval of the Coordinating Committee?
 

6. 	 What kinds of questions do project directors have about the annual budget
 
preparation process?
 

1.4.3 Role and Function of the Monitoring Office
 

1. 	 What is the overall role and responsibility of the Monitoring Office? If
 
the function is not well explained, the Monitoring Office could be seen
 
as a threat to the authority of individual components.
 

Is the 	Monitoring Office taking over the monitoring functions of the PPD?
 

2. 	 What are the consequences if individual components do not submit their
 
data to the Monitoring Office in a timely fashion?
 

3. 	 What information will the Monitoring Office provide to the various
 
components? to the IMS Committee? to USAID? to other governmental
 
agencies?
 

4. 	 How can the IMS ensure that each component develops a Management
 
Information System (MIS) that is compatible with the central MIS?
 

5. 	 How can the common elements of inventory systems, career development,
 
financial accounting and budgeting, and personnel records be coordinated
 
by different components so that the format and information are consistent?
 

1.4.4 Coordination, Communication, and Resource Sharing among Components
 

1. 	 How can components get access to material produced by other components,
 
such as maps, research reports, and consultant reports, without paying for
 
that information?
 

2. 	 How can tomponents inform other components about specialists who are in
 
Egypt and have expertise that could be of benefit to them?
 

3. 	 How can equipment compatibility be assured between components? How can
 
project components avoid training people on one type of equipment which
 
may or may not be the same equipment that is available in the field?
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4. 	 How can individuals (not just project directors) share information or
 
discuss implementation issues and decisions that may affect other
 
components?
 

5. 	 How can information about what other donors are doing be shared with the
 
components?
 

6. 	 How can components avoid duplication of work? For example, the possibility
 
exists of teams going out to do a feasibility study and finding that a
 
structure has already been constructed by another component. The
 
possibility also exists of tearing down a structure that another component
 

has built.
 

7. 	 How can the lIP and the Drainage Authority work more closely togather?
 

8. 	 Will there be project-wide borrowing, sharing, and replenishment of
 

equipment and parts?
 

1.4.5 	 Counterpart Staffing, Local Staff Salaries, and Civil Servant
 

Incentives
 

1. 	 Hnw can the components get adequate and qualified counterpart staffing to
 
i,.-ure institutional sustainability after the IMS is completed? Some
 
components do not have the counterparts they were promised, which is
 
hindering implementation and institutionalization.
 

2. 	 How does the incentive program work? What is the process for giving
 
incentives to employees? Money is available to the IMS for incentives,
 
but some components seem to have more incentives than others, and some
 
give more incentives than others.
 

3. 	 How can local staff salaries be increased to attract qualified personnel?
 

4. 	 What is the status of the request for increased per diem for project
 
directors and staff to encourage travelling to the field?
 

5. 	 How can project secretaries get training in office procedures such as
 
filing, office management, message taking, and English? Many of the
 
secretaries in various components do not keep accurate files of
 
correspondence or other important documents and records. They call USAID
 
to get copies of letters they have sent. Correspondence is sent to USAID
 

in Arabic which delays response. Some do not speak English well enough
 

to pass on important messages or information.
 

6. 	 Who is responsible for assigning staff to various components and
 
developing job descriptions? Some staff are assigned to more than one
 
component. Some staff have no responsibilities or have not been assigned
 

any work.
 

7. 	 How do the components plan to use local consulting firms, Egyptian
 

university faculty, and construction firms?
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1.4.6 Training Needs and the Role of the National Irrigation Training
 

Institute (NITI)
 

1. 	 How can IMS components coordinate the following common needs:
 

a 	 training needs assessments
 

development of training plans
 

0 	 planning and implementation of training activities
 

0 	 puirchase of audio-visual equipment to be used in development
 

of training material?
 

2. 	 English language training
 

0 	 Who should receive intensive English language training?
 

0 	 Are there other alternatives, i.e. the use of translators and 
translation of technical materials for use both in Egypt and 
the United States, rather than teaching everyone English? 

0 	 What is the status of the MPWWR's agreement to set up its own
 
language training capabilities?
 

a 	 Is USAID able to provide intensive English language training
 
through its contract with the American University/Cairo?
 

3. 	 How can other components work with NITI and the Training and Manpower
 
Development component (TMD) on curriculum development and presentation of
 
courses?
 

4. 	 What kinds of training should be done by individual components and which
 
should be centralized within NITI?
 

5. 	 Is the Center for Agricultural Management Development (CAMD) being
 
utilized for management training as specified in the project paper? What
 

types of coordination are planned between NITI and CAMD to provide
 

management t .ining for other components of the IMS?
 

6. 	 What role is AMIDEAST playing in the placement of academic participants
 
for IMS Project components?
 

7. 	 How can contractors become more proficient in Arabic?
 

8. 	 How can a more uniform selection be developed to select the most qualified
 
trainees and avoid charges of favoritism? One complication is the fact
 

that sometimes those who are most proficient in English are not
 
necessarily the best to do the job.
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9. 	 How can the project work with the Egyptian universities to upgrade their
 
engineering courses so that NITI can provide in-service training at a
 
higher level?
 

1.4.7 USAID Procurement and Other Regulations
 

1. 	 Why does USAID need individual Action Memos after project work plans,
 

inception reports, and budgets have all been prepared and approved?
 

2. 	 How can project directors and team leaders better understand USAID
 
procurement requirements? Can these requirements be explained in simple,
 
"non-elastic" words? Can the requirements remain consistent over time and
 
among USAID procurement officers? Can the requirements be made available
 
in Arabic?
 

3. 	 Why does the controller's office need the level of detail now required,
 
i.e. reams of xerox paper, boxes of pencils? People are afraid that if
 
they underestimate the amount of supplies needed, they won't get enough
 
to run the office, so they don't fill out the forms at all.
 

4. 	 What type of paperwork is needed for different types of off-shore training
 
programs. Who decides what type of paperwork is needed?
 

5. 	 What plans does USAID have to monitor and evaluate the progress of the
 
various components?
 

6. 	 How much time does it take USAID to approve PIO/Ps, vouchers, operating
 
budgets, and annual budgets and work plans? How many offices need to
 
approve these items?
 

7. 	 Can customs requirements for importation of project vehicles be clarified
 
and shared with project components?
 

1.4.8 The Future of the IMS Project
 

1. 	 What will be the technical assistance needs of the project after the
 
current technical assistance contracts expire?
 

2. 	 What will the funding needs be beyond the current $340 million.
 

3. 	 Will the existing components need to be amended so that work can continue
 
after 1991?
 

4. 	 Can some long-term training be postponed until 1992 so Egyptian staff can
 
learn English and also be able to learn from the long-term technical
 
assistance teams that will be here only until 1991?
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Chapter 2
 

THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP DESIGN
 

2.1 Overview of the Workshop
 

The project management workshop was designed to assist the IMS Coordinating
 
Committee in identifying and addressing major policy and implementation issues
 
confronting the IMS Project. An extensive project of this nature requires
 
policies, practices, and monitoring systems that track activities and provide
 
continuous feedback to the decision-makers. This workshop is one of several
 
means being used to monitor the project's pro-ress. It provided an opportunity
 
for people closely involved in the day-to-day implementation activities to step
 
back and analyze the problems and issues they face.
 

Participants were asked before and during the workshop for their ideas,
 
opinions, and suggestions in solving the problems identified. The workshop
 
design encouraged people to share information, contribute their ideas, and
 
commit themselves to carrying out the agreements that were made as a result of
 
the discussions. Because of the informal retreat setting participants had easy
 
access to each other for serious discussions. Away from the distractions and
 
interruptions which occur in th, work setting, problems can be explained and
 
solutions explored more fully.
 

In the IMS Project Management Workshop, four groups were involved:
 

MPWWR Headquarters staff. This included His Excellency, the
 
Minister, Senior and First Undersecretaries as well as
 
Undersecretaries and IMS staff.
 

Project directors of the IMS components. (Directors of nine
 
components attended.)
 

Technical advisors/team leaders. This included resident
 
staff. They represented several firms providing technical
 
assistance to the various components. See Appendix A for
 
names and companies they represent.
 

USAID. This included the Associate Mission Director for
 
Irrigation and Land Developmenz, ILD Office Director and
 
Project Officers for the components and ILD office staff.
 

A total of thirty-nine people participated in the workshop (see Appendix A).
 
The workshop design provided opportunities for small and large group
 
discussions, team building activities, and problem-solving sessions. As
 
information was shared about each component it was recorded and typed for
 
dissemination to participants. Agreements reached in the problem-solving
 
sessions were typed, distributed, and reviewed for final acceptance. Copies of
 
all workshop agreements were given to the participants prior to their departure.
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The ISPAN consultants facilitated the workshop process, guiding the full group
 
discussions, encouraging even participation of group members, monitoring small
 
group work and discussions, managing the problem-solving process, and recording
 
and reviewing agreements reached or recommendations made.
 

2.2 	 Workshop Goals
 

The workshop was designed to accomplish the following goals:
 

0 	 Exchange current information about the IMS Project.
 

0 	 Provide an opportunity for project component teams to become
 
better acquainted with each other.
 

0 	 Review the roles and responsibilities of the project component 
teams, the IMS Coordinating Committee, USAID, and the 
Monitoring Office. 

a 	 Agree on procedures for managing and coordinating the IMS 
components. 

0 	 Discuss and make decisions or make recommendations for dealing 
with the most important issues that are affecting the 
management of the IMS. 

N 	 Develop and agree on a schedule for reviewing and, if 
necessary, revising the management agreements decided at this 
meeting. 

2.3 	 Workshop Guidelines for Working Together
 

To create a workshop climate for participation and productivity, the group
 
agreed to follow these guidelines:
 

Begin each session on time
 
Everyone participate; respect each other's ideas and opinions
 
Listen
 
Ask questions if you do not understand
 
Speak slowly and loudly
 
Only one person speak at a time
 
Do not dominate the discussion; encourage others to speak
 
No smoking in the large meeting room
 
Have fun
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2.4 Workshop Schedule
 

The workshop was a five and a half day event, with an opening session on Sunday
 
evening, September 3, 1989. The workshop adjourned on Friday, September 8,
 
1989.
 

SUNDAY, SEPT. 3
 

7:00 P.M. 


9:00 P.M. 


MONDAY, SEPT. 4
 

8:30 A.M. 


5:00 P.M. 


8:00 P.M. 


TUESDAY, SEPT. 5
 

8:30 A.M. 


10:30 A.M. 


11:00 A.M. 


Opening Session
 

Welcome by Eng. Mazen and Mr. Stains
 

Getting Acquainted
 

Workshop Objectives, Schedule and Guidelines for Working
 

Together
 

Reception
 

Sharing of Project Information
 

Introduction of Minister of Public Works and Water Resources
 
Eng. Rady
 

Remarks by Eng. Rady
 

Review of IMS Project within MPWWR by Eng. Mazen
 

The IMS in Relation to USAID/Cairo's Agriculture Development
 
Strategy by Mr. Stains
 

Overview of the IMS Components by Mr. Carmack
 

Questions and Answers
 

Description of IMS Components--Project Directors and Team
 
Leaders
 

Adjourn for the Day
 

Dinner at San Giovanni
 

Sharing of Project Information (continued)
 

Overview of Facilitators' Interview Findings
 

Discussion uf IMS Management Issues
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AFTERNOON: Tour of Shore Protection Activities (Rashid)
 

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 6
 

8:30 A.M. 	 Discussion of Issues (continued)
 

5:00 P.M. Adjourn for the Day
 

THURSDAY, SEPT. 7
 

8:30 A.M. 	 Discussion of Issues (continued)
 

4:00 P.M. Review of Decisions and Recommendations
 

FRIDAY, SEPT. 8
 

8:30 	A.M. Review of Agreements (continued)
 

Identification of Next Steps
 

Workshop Evaluation
 

Closing Remarks
 

11:30 A.M. 	 Adjourn
 

2.5 Session Descriptions
 

In this section, a brief description is given of each session. The results of
 
the issues discussion will be explained in the next chapter.
 

Opening Session of the Workshop
 

Engineer Mazen opened the session by welcoming everyone and telling what he
 
hoped would be some of the outcomes of the meeting- -reiterating the goals of the
 
workshop. Edwin Stains, USAID Associate Director for Agricultural Resources,
 
also welcomed the group and expressed his hopes for a successful event.
 
Following these brief remarks a get-acquainted activity was conducted.
 
Participants were asked to interview another person--someone they didn't know
 
or didn't know well. They were to find out the person's name, where he or she
 
worked, something about the individual's family and hobbies. Each pair was then
 
asked to join another pair and introduce each other. People enjoyed the lively
 
beginning and after the workshop goals were discussed and guidelines and
 
schedule reviewed, 	everyone attended an opening reception.
 

Sharing of Project 	Information
 

His Excellency, Engineer Rady gave an opening address encouraging the continued
 
success of the IMS Project and encouraged participants to work together to solve
 
implementation problems.
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A panel consisting of Engineer Mazen, Ed Stains, and Joe Carmack presented an
 

overview of the project. The presentations included a review of the IMS Project
 
within the MPWWR and its relationship to the other departments, the IMS in
 

relation to USAID/Cairo's Agriculture Development Strategy, and an overview of
 
the IMS components. A question and answer period followed with participants
 

asking follow-up or clarifying questions.
 

Because several participants expressed the need to know more about the
 
individual components and the Monitoring Office, the remainder of the day was
 
spent circulating information about the different components. Each component
 

team was asked to write on flipchart paper the answers to the following
 

questions:
 

1. 	 Describe how your component helps in achieving IMS goals?
 

2. 	 What do you need from other components?
 

3. 	 What do you have or will have to offer others?
 

4. 	 Are there other donors working in similar activities?
 

5. 	 What information do you need from other agencies outside of
 

IMS?
 

The flipcharts with the responses to the above questions were posted and time
 
was given for people to circulate and read each component presentation.
 

Questions about what was written were recorded on an empty flipchart by each
 

component's chart. At the end of the reading period each component team
 
collected the questions others had written to them and prepared an 8 to 10
 

minute response for the next session.
 

The responses of each component and the Monitoring Office to the above questions
 

are given in Appendix D. In addition, addresses and telephone numbers are also
 

listed for each componrent. 

Discussion of Major Issues 

The facilitators presented the results of the individual interviews conducted 
prior to the workshop. The procedures used to discuss these issues varied. 

Because of the intense interest in the first issue (the role of the IMS 

Coordinating Committee), it was decided that everyone would discuss and make 

suggestions on how to resolve the questions raised under this category. Small 

group report-outs and consolidation of agreements and recommendations ensued. 

The seven remaining issues were initially discussed by two or three groups and 

then brought to the full group for discussion and decision. Time did not allow 

for every issue to be discussed by evely group; however, during the full group 

discussions others did have an opportunity to offer suggestions and influence 

each others' thinking before final agreements were reached. (See Chapter 3 for 
agreements reached during these discussions.) 
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Final 	Review of Agreements and Identification of Next Steps
 

In this session agreements and recommendations were reviewed and finalized.
 
Agreements were restated and some assignments were made for follow-up actions.
 
Participants were strongly urged to support these agreements. They were reminded
 
about how easy it is to forget what they have committed themselves to when they
 
return to their offices with work awaiting them. Realizing the importance of
 
keeping these new commitments, a variety o. suggestions ..re made on how to
 
monitor these agreements.
 

1. IMS Coordinating Committee should have as an agenda item at 
all its meetings a check on the follow-up agreements.
 

2. 	 Components' steering committees must take responsibility for
 
making sure the components each take action on the agreements
 
made.
 

3. 	 Project directors should monitor the agreements that apply to 
them, making sure they are being carried out. 

4. 	 USAID should follow up on its agreements, with project 
officers monitoring project component agreements. 

5. 	 A follow-up workshop of this group of participants should be 
held in 6 to 9 months to review these agreements and identify 
new issues and/or problems. 

6. 	 Participants can continue developing the team spirit felt 
during this workshop by accepting the invitatio of His 
Excellency, 'Engineer Rady, to have a picnic at the Delta 
Barrage on tove1er 4, 1989. Families are invited. 

Evaluation and Clo.:ing 

Written workshop evaluations were completed by the participants. Engineer Mazen 
a:id Ed Stains thanked the group for their hard work, good humor, and 
cooperation. Both stressed the importance of each participant putting into 
practice the agreements reached. 
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Chapter 3
 

OUTCOMES AND AGREEMENTS
 

3.1 	 Overview of Outcomes
 

Participants' reactions in the evaluations and informal discussions indicated
 
a strong sense of satisfaction with the progress made during the workshop. Key
 
outcomes of the workshop as expressed by participants were:
 

a 	 "Opened the lines of communication with other components and
 
made me more knowledgeable about the overall project--also
 
therapeutic to know everyone else has same problems."
 

a 	 "Activated thinking about the project issues and problems."
 

8 	 "Opportunity to discuss issues and concerns with key personnel 
involved in project." 

0 	 "Development of personal relationship with other IMS 
personnel." 

0 	 "Project directors and team leaders become better acquainted
 
with each other."
 

N 	 "To have an open ground for both MPWWR and USAID officials to 
discuss their problems in implementing the IMS Project and to 
try and recommend solutions." 

N 	 "Enabled issues to be discussed in an open forum and steps 
decided upon for resolving those issues. Plus, the issues 
will also be tracked to insure their resolution." 

3.2 	 Specific Agreements and Recommendations
 

In this section, the specific agreements and recommendations under each category
 
are listed. A matrix of the agreements and the person(s) responsible for
 
follow-up can be found in Appendix E.
 

3.2.1 	 IMS Coordinating Committee
 

1. 	 What types of issues should be discussed at the Coordinating Conmittee 
meetings? 

Agreements 	 * Policy issues 
0 Budgets 
0 Issues that cannot be resolved at the Steering Committee level 
N Coordination between component projects 
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Policies for off-shore training will be reviewed in the IMS
 
Coordinating Committee
 

2. 	 How often should the Coordinating Committee meet? Currently there seems
 
to be an irregular meeting schedule which is delaying important decisions,
 
such as the request for an increase in per diem for the project directors
 
and project staff to encourage field work.
 

Agreements * 	 Meetings to be held monthly and more frequently as needed
 
* 	 Meetings will be held the second Monday of every month in
 

the evenings
 

3. 	 How can the Coordinating Committee share the results of its meetings with
 
the various components, including lower-level Egyptian staff and
 
expatriate consultants?
 

Agreements 	 The Monitoring Office will summarize and translate the IMS
 
Coordinating Committee minutes into English. Arabic and
 
English versions will be sent to the project directors for
 
circulation to TA teams and lower level staff within three
 
weeks of the committee meetings.
 

4. 	 What is the role of the project component Steering Committees? How do they 
relate to the IMS Coordinating Committee? 

The following agreements are clarifications of the Ministerial Decree
 
which was distributed to the group.
 

Agreements: 	 The Steering Committee will:
 

0 	 Solve technical problems hindering implementation of the
 
project
 

0 	 Discuss, revise and monitor annual work plan
 

N 	 Coordinate between sectors
 

0 	 Review and discuss annual and quarterly reports
 

2 	 If there is disagreements between team leader and project 
director, they should be discussed and resolved at the 
Steering Committee. (Only unresolved issues from Steering 
Committee should be taken to IMS Coordinating Committee--that 
will be noted in report). 

All issues should be brought to the Steering Committee rather
 
than to the IMS Committee for resolution. If an issue cannot
 
be resolved it should be taken to the Coordinating Committee.
 

Minutes of Steering Committee meetings should be sent to the
 
Coordinating Committe.e.
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Project directors call the meetings which are to be held at
 
least once every 2 months or more as needed.
 

Steering Committees should be made up of not more than 6
 
members, including project director and the sector chief.
 

Team leaders will participate on technical matters as needed.
 
Discussions between project directors and team leaders should
 
occur before the Steering Committee meetings and the project
 
director will use that information in the meeting.
 

5. 	 How can the project director: themselves get together to discuss critical
 
implementation issues that relate to more than one component, such as
 
training, feasibility studies, research results, equipment c.mpatibility,
 
and the like?
 

Agreements a Day to day contacts are encouraged between project directors
 
and between team leaders.
 

ff Related components should meet on a regular basis to discuss
 
issues related to overlapping work and implementation issues.
 
Meetings would include project directors and team leaders.
 
USAID will be represented as needed.
 
Project directors can request special meetings with other
 
components at IMS Coordinating Committee sessions.
 

6. 	 How can various components whose functions are closely related be better
 
coordinated?
 

Irrigation Improvement Project, Drainage Authority, Preventive
 
Maintenance, and Structural Replacement
 

Planning Studies and Models, Main Systems Management, and
 
Monitoring, Forecasting and Simulation
 

Professional Development Project with all of the other IMS
 
components.
 

No agreements: It is being discussed under Issue 4.
 

7. 	 How can the Coordinating Committee share information about Lcher donor
 
activities that affect various project components, such as the Canadian
 
and Dutch weed control activities, the Japanese new lands feasibility
 
studies, or the Canadian mapping of the Nile channel?
 

Agreements 	 The Loans and External Assistance Unit of the Planning Sector,
 
headed by Eng. Enan, should distribute to concerned components
 
the list of donor agreements in existence (in English and
 
Arabic).
 

Steering Committee should share information about other donor
 
activities to discuss and make sure there is no overlap.
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USAID needs to share information on activities that may
 
overlap with the IMS, i.e., equipment procurement.
 

8. 	 How can the Coordinating Committee coordinate with other ministries in
 
areas of mutual concern, such as technology transfer components within the
 
IIP/IAS, NARP, and PBDAC?
 

Agreements * 	 Direct contact is encouraged.
 
* If that doesn't work, go through official channels.
 

9. 	 What should USAID's role be in the Coordinating Committee?
 

Agreements * 	 Role would continue as it is now, which is to act as
 
observers, attend all meetings, clarify A.ID. regulations,
 
and receive minutes of meetings.
 

10. 	 What role should the Technical Assistance team members play in the
 
Coordinating Committee?
 

Agreements * 	 Assist on technical matters as needed
 
* 	 Attend meetings as requested
 

Provide technical advice
 

* 	 Project directors should keep TA members informed of IMS
 
decisions
 
Project directors and team leaders should discuss suggestions
 
which will be taken to Steering Committee. If unresolved,
 

issues should be taken to IMS Committee.
 

11. 	 What can the Coordinating Committee do to speed up the Ministry of
 
International Cooperation's disbursement of funds?
 

Agreements u 	 Ministry should submit well prepared documents which support
 
requests.
 

Ministry should assist and support USAID by providing
 
appropriate information needed to support requests.
 

3.2.2 Authority and Decision-Making of Project Directors
 

1. 	 What kinds of decisions can project directors make? What decisions have
 
to be taken to the project component committees? What decisions should
 
be taken to the IMS Coordinating Committee and Eng. Mazen?
 

Agreements 	 The project directors must follow the ministerial decree that
 
defines their authority. The decree will be translated to
 
English for distribution to USAID and team leaders; it will
 
be available by September 30, 1990.
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0 	 The Steering Committee's role is to advise only on technical
 
matters, mainly to help solve problems and to avoid bringing
 
every problem to the IMS Coordinating Committee.
 

2 	 The Steering Committee is to support project directors in 
making decisions in a timely fashion. 

S-OS Committee will review whether the decree needs to be
 
changed regr.rding authority of Steering Committee.
 

N 	 Management training needs to be provided to project directors 
and key staff. The Professional Development component will 
be responsible for arranging this activity. 

a 	 Inappropriate issues (technical, non-policy related) brought
 
to the IMS Coordinating Committee by the project directors
 
will be rejected for discussion at that meeting.
 

2. 	 How can lower-level staff be motivated to perform without specific
 
direction from project directors?
 

Agreements 	 Project directors will hold staff meetings, delegate authority
 
and give clear instructions to staff on areas of
 
responsibilities, provide job descriptions, and share work
 
plans so they are informed about the project. Also they are
 
to encourage staff to participate and express their opinions.
 

3. 	 Why aren't the project directors spending the operating funds they have?
 

Agreements 	 Project directors can use operating budgets to hire local
 
staff to deal with extra workload caused by the project
 
(usually administrative staff or very specialized technicians)
 
and who will not be required after the project is completed.
 
This must be justified and negotiated with the USAID project
 
officer.
 

The project directors should spend their operating budget
 
monies on a regular basis and not save money until the end of
 
the year. Budgets can be amended for additional funds.
 

4. 	 Why haven't all of the counterpart staff been identifi:a and hired? Who
 
is responsible for this process? When will counterpart selection be
 
completed?
 

To be 	discussed under another issue.
 

5. 	 Who has control over the individual component operating budgets?
 

Agreements , 	 Project directors have control over their operating budgets.
 
The ministerial decree states their authority.
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6. 	 What kinds of questions do project directors have about the .Umual budget
 
process?
 

Agreements * 	 USAID project officers will continue to provide guidance on 
what level of detal to include in preparing the annual 
budgets for submission. 

Project directors will plan ahead in preparing their operating
 
budgets. This planning helps later in the procurement
 
process.
 

3.2.3 Coordination, Cok unications, and Sharing Resources among Components
 

1. 	 How can components get access to material produced by other components,
 
such as maps, research reports, consultant reports, etc. without paying
 
for that information?
 

Agreements w Establish an 
Mahmgud Ali. 

information center within the Ministry. Eng. 

0 Each component should develop a catalog of the technical 
information they have and send it to Monitoring Office for 
distribution to all components. Project directors will send 
their information to the Monitoring Office by I Match 1990. 

0 Eventually, all of this information will be computerized and 
available from the Management Information System 

N USAID has a library of material from all A.I.D. projects in 
Egypt. Information is available to everyone and can be used 
at the A.I.D. building. 

5 Maps: From now on, maps are available to all components at no 
cost to the indiviu'al components. If necessary the Survey & 
Mapping operating budget will be used to pay for the cost of 
the maps. 

2. 	 How can the various different components inform each other about
 
specialists who are in Egypt and have expertise that could benefit several
 
components?
 

Agreements 	 Components should schedule debriefings (1 hour sessions) for
 
their short-term TDY's and inform other components about these
 
debriefings in advance. If any one from another component is
 
interested in the outcome of the TDY, they could come to the
 
debriefing.
 

The biodata of long-term residents should be compiled and
 
shared among the various components. The Monitoring Office is
 
responsible for collection and distribution.
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3. 	 How can equipment compatibility be assured between components? How can
 
project components avoid training people on one type of equipment which
 
may or may not be the same equipment that is available in the field?
 

Agreements u 	 Equipment compatibility--Will probably not be possible
 

Training--It is the responsibility of each project director
 
to ensure that his staff is trained on the same equipment that
 
is available in the field.
 

4. 	 How can individuals (not just project directors) share information or
 
discuss implementation issues and decisions that may affect other
 
components?
 

Agreements m 	 Individuals (technical assistance team members and lower-level
 
Egyptian staff) can make direct contact with other components
 
to share information and discuss implementation issues.
 

USAID will be doing a review of each component within the next
 
year that other components will be able to participate in.
 

5. 	 How can information about what other donors are doing be shared with the
 
components?
 

Agreements 	 As discussed under the first issue, the Planning Sector will
 
provide information to the Monitoring Office to be distributed
 
to concerned components about agreements now in place. Sector
 
heads are responsible for informing steering committees about
 
possible donor activity and discussing the objectives of that
 
activity. Project directors are responsible for informing
 
their technical assistance teams about this possible donor
 
activity.
 

6. 	 How can we avoid duplication of work between components? For example, the 
possibility exists of teams going c,:t to do a feasibility study and 
finding that a structure has already been constructed by another 
component. The possibility also exists of tearing down a structure that
 
another component 	has built. 

Agreements 	 As discussed under the first issue, components will develop
 
ways of sharing information and discussing possible overlap
 
to avoid duplication. Work plans will be distributed to all
 
components, formal and informal meetings will be called, and
 
steering committees will be used to share information.
 

Agreements 	 Project directors will send 10 copies of their approved work
 
plans to the Monitoring Office by Sept. 30, 1989. The
 
Monitoring office will distribute the copies of work plans to
 
all components by October 7, 1989.
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0 

7. How can the 	IIP and the Drainage Authority work more closely together?
 

Agreements m 	 The coordination will take place at the Steering Committee
 
level as well as informally.
 

The Drainage Authority will be represented on the lIP Steering
 
Committee.
 

0 	 There will be direct contact between the two groups at the 
working level. 

8. 	 Will there be project-wide borrowing, sharing, and replenishment of
 
equipment and parts?
 

Agreements 	 Only on an emergency basis. It will be an informal
 
arrangement, without having to go through formal channels.
 

Could be possible to provide better utilization of project
 
equipment.
 

3.2.4 Role and Function of Monitoring Office
 

1. 	 What is the overall role and responsibility of the Monitoring Office? .'f
 
the function is not well explained, the Monitoring Office could be seen
 
as a threat to the authority of individual components.
 

Is the Monitoring Office taking over the monitoring functions of the
 
Project Preparation Department?
 

Agreements w 	 The Monitoring Ofrice's role and function are defined by the
 
Project Implementation Letter which recommends that the office 
will develop, with each project, indi:ators of performance for
 
each component for monitoring. (See Appendix F)
 

0 	 The Monitoring Office needs to develop a plan for automation.
 

a 	 Training will be provided, by the Monitoring Office, to people 
responsible in each component for collecting data for the 
monthly reports. 

a 	 An ad hoc group will meet to help the Monitoring Office to 
discuss and, if appropriate, make decisions about the 
following: 

1. Work plan
 

2. Staff needs
 

3. Compatibility of computer hardware and software
 

4. Is 	there a need for a liaison person on each component?
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5. Performance indicators for each component
 

Members of this ad hoc group are Eng. Sarwat, Taha,
 
Abbas, Yehia, Dr. Baioumi, Ed Stains and Ali Khalifa.
 
They will meet in Eng. Sarwat's office by September 30,
 
1989
 

2. 	 What are the consequences if individual components do not submit their
 
data to the Monitoring Office in a timely fashion?
 

Agreements 	 Project directors will provide data requested by the
 
Monitoring Office in a timely fashion so reports of the
 
Monitoring Office can be submitted to the IMS Coordinating
 
Chairman.
 

If a project director is having difficulty, he needs to
 
discuss his situation with Monitoring Office staff.
 

3. What information will the Monitoring Office provide to the various 
components? to the IMS Committee? to USAID? to other governmental 
agencies? 

Components will receive 

N Minutes of IMS Coordinating Committee (complete Arabic and 
English summary) 

0 Minutes of Steering Committees (complete Arabic and English 
summary) 

N Instructions and directions from MPWWR and USAID 

N Newsletter on other donor activities 

0 Inventory of equipment and machinery 

a CV's for resident advisors, schedule of TDYs 

0 Components will have access to MIS 

0 Copies of reports which are being prepared for the IMS 
Committee
 

The IMS Coordinating Committee will receive
 

All monitoring and information reports
 

Any information requested by the IMS Coordinating Committee
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USAID 	will receive
 

* 	 Monthly summary of financial reports
 

* 	 Physical progress reports
 

* 	 Vehicle and equipment utilization reports
 

3.2.5 Training Needs and the Role of NITI
 

1. 	 How can the IMS components coordinate training needs asseasments;
 
development of training plans; planning and conducting training
 
activities; purchase of audio-visual equipment to be used in development
 
of training material?
 

In general, NITI should provide generalized training courses which may be
 
useful to several components.
 

Individual components will continue to provide specialized training and 
on the jo training. 

NITI will provide facilities and equipment, consultation on curriculum
 
development and evaluation and tracking of courses being done, provided
 
adequate counterpart staff is identified.
 

Agreements m 	 The Training Needs Assessment and training plan are part of 
each components' annual work plan and will be sent to the 
Professional Development Component for consolidation. 

Offshore Training:
 

Component responsibilities
 

(1) 	 Nominate participants
 

(2) 	 Contribute to curriculum development
 

IMS Committee responsibility
 

(1) 	 Approve participants and proposed training programs
 

PDP responsibility
 

(1) 	 Implementation--possibly by subcontract
 

Components will acquire more audio-visual equipment if
 
PDP does not have an adequate supply.
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2. 	 English Language Training
 

Who should receive intensive English language training?
 

Are 	 there other alternatives, i.e., the use of translators and
 
translation of technical materials for use both in Egypt and U.S., rather
 
than teaching everyone English?
 

What is the status of the MPWWR's agreement to set up its own language
 
training capabilities?
 

What is USAID's ability to provide intensive English language training
 
through the contract with AUC?
 

The Council for Training, headed by Dr. Salah Shalash, discussed English
 
language training at a recent meeting.
 

Results of meeting:
 

a) 	 A training process will be set up.
 

b) 	 AUC is being used and will continue to provide language training.
 

c) 	 NITl should coordinate English language training which should be
 
available both in Cairo and in the directorates.
 

The lIP is running 3 English language courses in directorates.
 

Agreement a 	 IIP team leader will report back to the project director who
 
will report to lMS on the outcome of these language programs.
 

a 	 The English language training issue will be discussed in more
 
detail by the PDP Steering Committee. Two letters prepared
 
by Jon Cant on this topic were distributed (See Appendix G.)
 

M 	 Eng. Fahim will translate minutes of a meeting that was held
 
to discuss these letters and provide a copy to Jon Gant within
 
10 days.
 

0 	 NITI will investigate setting up a contract using local 
operating funds, to provide English language training. This 
could be a direct contract with AUC, rather than using USAID's 
existing contract which cannot meet the demand. 

a 	 Project directors will send names of language candidates to 
PDP within 2 weeks, so that testing can be started. 

3. 	 How can other components work with NITI/TD on curriculum development and
 
presentation of courses?
 

Recommendations: 	 Components could share technical capabilities of their
 
short- and long-term expatriates to develop training
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programs for delivery through NITI. Members of the
 

MPWWR staff could also help develop courses.
 
Counterpart staff need to be identified so this
 
capability can be developed within NITI.
 

4. 	 What kinds of training should be done by individual components and which
 
should be centralized within NITI?
 

Components will do special courses and on-the-job training. PDP will do
 
courses of general nature.
 

5. 	 Is NITI/TMD utilizing CAMD for management training as specified in the
 
project paper? What types of coordination are planned between NITI and
 
CAMD to provide management :raining for other components of the IMS?
 

CAMD capability has not been determined.
 

Agreement 	 NITI/PD? will follow-up on CAMD and other agencies and groups
 
that are doing management training. Follow-up within 30 days.
 

Adequate counterpart staff will be needed to follow-up on this
 
agreement.
 

6. 	 What role is AMIDEAST playing in the placement of academic participants
 
for IMS Project components?
 

AMIDEAST has a contract with PDP only for the placement, coucse selection,
 
paper processing, tracking, evaluating tests, etc. of PDP personnel.
 

Agreement 	 The PDP Steering Committee will discuss the issue of
 
centralizing placement of participants within the next two
 
weeks. If placement is centralized, project directors will
 
still be responsible for selection of candidates, courses and
 

programs of study, etc.
 

7. 	 How can contractors become more proficient in Arabic?
 

Agreement 	 Study the language during NONWORKING days and after work.
 
(7:30-9:00 AM/2:30-4:30 PM/Fridays and Saturdays)
 

8. 	 How can a more uniform selection process be developed to select the most
 
qualified trainees and avoid charges of favoritism? One complication is
 
the fact that sometimes those who are most proficient in English are not
 
necessarily the best to do the job.
 

Agreement 	 PDP should develop selection criteria that are standardized
 
and objective and submit to PDP Steering Committee within 60
 
days.
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9. 	 How can the project work with the Egyptian universities to upgrade their
 
engineering courses so that NITI can provide in-service training at a
 
higher level?
 

Agreement 	 This item should be put on hold for now. Individual
 
components are encouraged to let PDP know of gaps in knowledge
 
by recent graduates. The TNA will eventually identify these
 
gaps.
 

3.2.6 Counterpart Staffing, Local Salaries, and Civil Servant Incentives
 

1. 	 How can the components get adequate ard qualified counterpart staffing to
 
insure institutional sustainability after the IMS is completed? Some 
components do not have the counterparts they were promised, which is 
hindering implementation and institutionalization.
 

Recommendations to MPWWR
 

MPWWR will provide backup staff for key positions within the
 
project components and provide them with intensive training.
 

MPWWR should make every effort to provide counterpart staff,
 
and if that staff can't be provided then positions should be
 
filled by local contract hires using TA contract funds or
 
operating budg, cs.
 

Agreements 	 Project directors should submit requests for personnel to the
 
head of the appropriate sector who in turn submits requests
 
to the head of the committee responsible for hiring or
 
appointing requested personnel. These requests should include
 
a job description. (The time this process requires varies
 
greatly.)
 

It is also possible for project directors to nominate someone
 
for a position.
 

2. 	 How does the incentive program work? What is the process for giving
 
incentives to employees? Money is available to the IMS for incentives,
 
but some components seem to have more incentives than others and some give
 

more incentives than others.
 

Recommendations to MPWWR, MIC, USAID
 

Incentives should be a line item in the annual budget set to
 
a pre-established percent of the budget.
 

Agreements 	 Project directors should consider performance as a way of
 
determining the amount of the incentive pay.
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3. 	 How can local staff salaries be increased to attract qualified personnel?
 

Recommendations to IMS Coordinating Committee
 

* 	 Review the salary ceilings for all the staff. At the present
 
time a waiver for special qualifications and skills is
 
possible. (Raising the ceiling can attract and retain
 
competent people.)
 

4. 	 What is the status of the request for increased per diem for project
 
directors and staff to encourage travelling to the field?
 

Recommendations to IMS Coordinating Committee
 

* 	 IMS immediately decide on USAID's request for increasing per
 
diem for project directors and staff
 

A special meeting will be called of the IM Committee to
 
discuss the per diem issue before the October meeting. The
 
recommendations should be coordinated with USAID.
 

5. 	 How can project secretaries get training in office procedures such as
 
filing, office management, message taking, and English? Many of the
 
secretaries in various components do not keep accurate files of
 
correspondence or other important documents and records. They call USAID
 
to get copies of letters they sent. Correspondence is sent to USAID in
 
Arabic which delays response. Some do not speak English well enough to
 
pass on important messages or information.
 

Agreements * 	 The Professional Development component will be responsible for 
establishing a training program for secretaries within 90 
days. 

Recommendations
 

The IMS Coordinating Committee will establish a financial
 
incentive for secretaries upon successful completion of a
 
training program.
 

6. 	 Who is responsible for assigning staff to various components and
 
developing job descriptions? Some staff are assigned to more than one
 
component. Some staff have no responsibilities or have not been assigned
 
any work.
 

Agreements a 	 Agreement concerning this issue established in another issue.
 

7. 	 How do the components plan to use local consulting firms, Egyptian
 
university faculty and construction firms?
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Recommendations
 

IMS Coordinating Committee develop a policy encouraging use
 
of local resources, i.e., consultants, faculty, and
 

construction firms.
 

3.2.7 	 A.I.D. Procurement and Other Regulations
 

1. 	 Why does USAID need irdividual Action Memos after project work plan,
 
inception reports and badgets have all been prepared and approved?
 

Background: 	Action Memos are used to monitor project activities and assure that
 
activities meet USAID and mission requi.ements. Generally, project
 
officers can approve an Action Memo, except for vehicles and
 
computers.
 

Agreements 	 If an activi.-J falls within the approved work plan, the Action 
Memo can be 	brief, but must include a scope of work. If the
 
activity is outside the work Dlan, the Action Memo must, 
include more information, but it does not have to be
 
extensive. 	 A PIL is already in existence that explains how
 
Action Memos are to be done. The ILD office will review and
 
revise the PIL and provide appropriate examples to the
 
components by Oct. 7, 1989.
 

In the case 	of WRC, Flynn Fuller will meet with Dr. Abu-Zeid and Dr. Roy Brooks
 
to discuss ways of streamlining Action Memos.
 

2. 	 How can project directors and team leaders better understand USAID
 
procurement requirements? Can these requirements be explained in simple,
"non-elastic"words? Can the requirements remain consistent over time and 
among 	USAID procurement officers? Can the requirements be made available 
in Arabic?
 

Agreements a 	 Eng. Fathi El-Shair will distribute procedures and checklists 
on procurement that were developed within the Charbia O&M 
Project. Within one week, this information will be sent to 
the Monitoring Office for distribution.
 

N USAID will repeat the procurement workshop which will also 
include information on customs. The ILD Office will 
coordinate. A date will be announced within one month. 

Point of clarification: Handbook 11 supercedes GOE
 
regulations except for local procurement using local funds.
 

n 	 On-shore procurement is covered in Handbook 1, Supplement I-

B On-shore procurement using local currencies. John Anania
 
will get clarification on GOE regulations by Sept. 21.
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3. 	 Why does the controller's office need the level of detail now required,
 
i.e., reams of xerox paper, boxes of pencils? People are afraid that if
 
they underestimate the amount of suplies needed, they won't get enough
 
to run the office, so they don't fill out the forms at all.
 

Agreements w 	 USAID will clarify the details needed and supply examples of
 
detailed budgets to components within 2 weeks.
 

4. 	 What type of paperwork is needed for different types of off-shore training
 
programs? Who decides what type of paperwork is needed?
 

Agreements * 	 By next week (Sept. 23) ILD/USAID will provide all components 
with the necessary forms, plus clear examples for training 
requests. 

Point of clarification: 	Invitational travel is at the invitation of the U.S.
 
Government for work that will benefit the U.S.
 
Government and must be approved by the Mission Director.
 

Agreement 	 The ILD Office will request waivers on a case-by-case basis
 
for individuals who are requested to travel to the U.S. for
 
non-training activities such as consultations or to present
 
papers at professional meetings.
 

5. 	 What plans does USAID have to monitor an evaluate the progress of the
 
various components?
 

USAID monitors projects on an on-going basis and through quarterly
 
reports. A.I.D. will evaluate the IMS Project in 1990.
 

6. 	 How much time does it take USAID to approve P10/Ps vouchers, operating 
budgets and annual budgets and work plans? How many offices need to 
approve these items? 

PIO/Ps take a minimum of three weeks and have to be approved in three 
separate offices.
 

Vouchers, etc. take approximately three weeks for approval from two
 
offices.
 

Project directors are responsible for approval of vouchers, but they were
 
unclear as to the level of detail they are responsible for.
 

Agreement 	 Eng. Mazen and USAID will clarify the financial
 
responsibilities of project directors within two months (Nov.
 
1989).
 

7. 	 How can the customs requirements for importation of project vehicles be
 
clarified and shared with project components?
 

Customs issues will be clarified at the procurement workshop. In a
 
meeting on Sept 13, USAID and MPWWR will request the Ministry of
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International Cooperation to include a statement clarifying vehicle
 
customs procedures in the next IMS grant agreement which should be signed
 
by the end of Sept.
 

3.2.8 The Future of the IMS Project (The Future of USAID-MPWWR
 

Cooperation)
 

1. 	 Review of current situation.
 

a. 	 PACD extension in now in process within USAID
 

b. 	 Existing contracts
 

c. 	 Funding
 

2. 	 Recommendations for the future (1991-1995)
 

a. 	 Existing components
 

1. 	 USAID will complete documentation and extend the PACD--by Nov.
 
1, 1989.
 

2. 	 USAID will do a project evaluation in mid-1990
 

Project directors need to update time and funding needs for
 
their components before March 1990 and submit to USAID.
 

3. 	 If no fund increase is needed, the adjustment can be made
 
without a project paper amendment.
 

4. 	 If fund increase is needed, a project paper amendment will be
 
required which needs to be started by the end of 1990.
 

b. 	 Process for identifying new activities that may be added as part of
 
the extension of the IMS.
 

1. 	 MPWWR/IMS Coordinating Committee will request inputs and
 
suggestions from departments before 3/90.
 

2. 	 The Coordinating Committee will finalize requests and submit
 
to USAID by 3/90
 

3. 	 If additional funds are required, a project paper amendment
 
will be necessary.
 

Examples of new activities include:
 

MIS (Management Information System) (USAID gave a tentative
 
yes for funding the MIS now from funds in the Miscellaneous
 
component)
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* 	 Land Reclamation, including coastal protection
 

* 	 Non-traditional water uses
 

* 	 Others
 

3. 	 What will happen after 1995? Process must be started now to begin
 
planning process for 1995 programs.
 

a. 	 Review policies, philosophy and objectives by the end of 1990 (USAID
 
and Coordinating Committee).
 

b. 	 Identify new projects by end of 1991. This should be coordinated
 
with the upcoming 5-year plan (1992).
 

c. 	 Project design (1991-1992).
 

3.3 	 Summary of Participant Evaluations
 

Thirty-two of the participants completed the written evaluations. A complete
 
evaluation report is provided in Appendix H. All of the goals were evaluated
 
as being achieved. On a scale of 1 (not achieved) to 5 (achieved very well) the
 
participants rated the overall achievement at 4.0
 

The highest rating was 4.4 for the goal to "provide an opportunity for project
 
component teams to become better acquainted with each other." This was followed
 
by a 4.03 rating for "exchange current information about the IMS Project." The
 
review of roles and responsibilities of the project component teams, the IMS
 
Coordinating Committee, USAID, dnd the Monitoring Office received a 3.91 average
 
rating. "Develop and agree on a schedule for reviewing, and, if necessary,
 
revising the management agreements decided at this meeting" received 3.84, and
 
"discuss and make decisions or make recommendations for dealing with the most
 
important issues that are affecting the management of the IMS Project" averaged
 
3.81. The lowest rating (3.66) was given to "agree on procedures for managing
 
and coordinating the IMS components."
 

The primary benefits expressed most frequently were:
 

3 	 Members becoming better acquainted, getting to know each 
other. Meeting with senior staff, developing good 
relationships. 

H 	 Exchanging information and airing of views. Raising the 
difficulties facing the project. 

N 	 Trying to solve the problems, bringing top management
 
more into the discussion and decision-making process.
 

Getting commitments to the agreements, setting a plan.
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When asked what activities could have been done better, some felt more time was
 
needed for the discussion of USAID procurement procedures and the presentation
 
of each component's activities. A few stated that reaching agreement on
 
procedures for managing IMS needed more discussion. One person suggested that
 
the number of issues should have been reduced to the most important ones, and
 
the number of questions listed under each issue should have also been shortened.
 

Unresolved issues tended to be the Monitoring Office's function, incentives, and
 
staffing problems. The issue of follow-up was raised. One comment was, there
 
was a concern "everyone seemed to want to spread the follow-up activities to all
 
attendees with no real responsibility." A suggestion was made that some
 
individual should have been assigned to follow up on Agreements and report to
 
the IMS Coordinating Committee.
 

In general the group liked the workshop accommodations and arrangements, with
 
the exception of the room temperature which was too high! Four people would
 
rather not return to that setting.
 

The ISPAN consultants received high marks for their facilitation and management
 
of the workshop. One person remarked, "They were excellent and very experienced
 
in dealing with all the discussions in a very diplomatic way. I don't think the
 
workshop would have accomplished its goals without them." One person suggested,
 
"It might be better to state an issue and not give a list of sub-issues. Let
 
the group attack the ISSUE and not the predefined sub-issues. (Issues are
 
usually real, sub-issues may be one person's pet peeve.)" Most wrote
 
"excellent," "job well done," "great job," "wonderful except for the strict
 
prohibiting of smoking during the session", "effective use of time."
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Chapter 4
 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
 

Under each major issue ;s a list of agreements and/or recommendations that
 
represent hours of lisi.ning, offering opinions, resolving differences,
 
compromising, and finally coming to agreements about how to solve the problem.
 
But these agreements will remain "paper" agreements unless the people who made
 
them ACT. The commitment and courage to act must be supported and encouraged.
 
Many of these agreements require people to take new risks. Follow-up on these
 
agreements and offering support and encouragement are essential. Therefore,
 

the consultants recommend:
 

IMS Coordinating Committee take an active role in monitoring
 

the agreements made at this workshop. The Committee commit
 
itself to resolving some of the very difficult issues of
 
counterpart staffing, the ceiling of local staff salaries,
 

and per diem and incentives. Delays in these areas directly
 
effects timely implementation.
 

IMS Coordinating Committee resist discussing individual
 
component implementation issues at its meetings. Discourage
 
project directors from bringing issues that are to be resolved
 

at the steering committee level.
 

Project directors exercise their decision-making authority and
 
solve their problems at the lowest level possible. Also
 
delegate more responsibility to the lower-level staff.
 

Motivation and commitment increase when people feel they are
 
competent, part of a team, and respected for their opinions.
 
Involve staff in discussions and encourage their
 
participation.
 

IMS Project sponsor a 5-day management skill course for
 
senior and mid-level managers. Based on experience working
 
with project managers and others, we suggest a course focused
 
on skill development in the areas of understanding the role
 
of a manager, monitoring and giving performance feedback, time
 

management, delegating, and team building.
 

A follow-up workshop of approximately the same length be held
 
in 6 to 9 months using ISPAN as a resource. The purpose of
 
this workshop would be to review agreements, identify
 

unresolved issues, and discuss new problems that have
 

surfaced.
 

If the IMS Coordinating Committee wants the individual
 
components to respond in a timely fashion to the Monitoring
 
Office, it must be seen by everyone as a helpful player in the
 
overall project. Many unresolved questions remain about the
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Monitoring Office's purpose and function that must be
 
resolved, or it will continue to be seen as a threat.
 

In conclusion, we applaud the IMS Coordinating Committee and its Chairman
 

Engineer Mazen for their boldness in holding such a meeting and committing
 
themselves to spend the time required for this type of meeting. We also commend
 
the participants for their willingness to express and identify constraints, and
 
to open discussion to resolve them. The commitment to action by all concerned
 
will benefit the IMS Coordinating Committee and the whole project.
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Photo 1. In-depth discussions fOCusinL on IMS Project implementation issues included
 
L to R.) Joe (i'armack. . SAI,I). Lg. Ahmed Ali Mazen, chairman of IMS
 

('oordinatin. ('ommittee: -dStains. C.SAIl): HisExcellency, I.ssam Rady,

M in islc r. MlW \VI:,: nrie. Sa rwrit Fahiiiv. ("haiirnin, l)rain ue Aut hirtv: and Eng.

Nlfll:Ii1l'j \aijldc'. I Ica!d 4)? IriiiH)F Sctulr. 



Photo 2. 	 Al Graves. USBR, prepares flipchart for presentation of recommendations during
INMS workshop. 1)r. Bavouni Attia. Proj'ect Director of PSM" Dr. Salah Shalash,
head of lPlannintz Sector, and Eng. Moliamed Mahmoud Metawei, Planning 
Sector. provide input. 



Photo 3. John Anania, USAID; Eng. Soliman Abu Zeid, MSM project director; and Andy
Tczap, Ilarza, discuss implementation issues surrounding the Main Systems
Management component of the IMS Project. 



Z 

Photo 4. 	 Hard at work on project issues are (L to R) Eng. Mahmoud Abbas, Monitoring 
Office: Jim Rin ,tenoldus.tHarza; Eng. Essam El Sheikh, PPU; and Eng. Taha Abu 
El Dahab, Monitoring Office. 



ie 

Photo 5. 	 (L to R) Eng. Fathi E1 Shair, Project Director, Gharbia O&M; Eng. Essam El 
Sheikh. Project Director, PPU: Eng. Ahiled El Sawaf. Project Director, RIIP and 
SR: and Ill.n. I- elmv Mahnioud. lead of Ilorizontal Expansion and Projects, 
cnj(lv a cotfee ,reak at the INIS Coordinating ('Tmlittee workshop. 



Photo 6. 	 Ed Stains (L), Eng. Mazen, and Joe Carmack strategize on follow-up and next 
steps that will he needed to implement the agreements reached at the IMS 
'vorkshop. 



Photo 7. Eng. Taha Abu El Dahab and Eng. Mahnoud Abbas. Monitoring Office; Jehan 
Helal and AIN, Khalifa, USAID: Andy Tczap. Harza: and Eng. Yehia Abdel Aziz. 
Office of Irrigation. complete final evaluation forms. 



Photo 8. 	 Workshop facilitators Kathy Alison (L) and 
Dec Hahn Rollins with Eng. Fahim, Project 
Director of the Professional Development 
Project. 
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APPENDIX A
 

IMS Project Management Workshop
 
September 3 8, 1989
 

Alexandria, Egypt
 
Participant List
 

IMS COORDINATING COMMITTEE AND MPWWR
 

1. 	 His Excellency, Eng. Essam Rady Minister, MPWWR
 
2. 	 Eng. Ahmed Ali Mazen Chairman, Irrigation Dept
 
3. 	 Dr. Mahmoud Abu Zeid Chairman, WRC
 
4. 	 Eng. Sarwat Fahmy Chairman, Drainage Auth.
 
5. 	 Eng. Ali Abdel Rdhman Chairman, Survey Auth.
 
6. 	 Dr. Salah Shalash Head of Planning Sector
 
7. 	 Eng. Helmy Mahmoud Hd of Hor. Ext. and Proj. Sec
 
8. 	 Eng. Mohamed Naddar Hd of Irrigation Sector
 
9. 	 Eng. Ahmed El Sawaf Project Di, RIIP and SR
 
10. 	 Eng. Mohamed El Malkh USecy of Planning and Fin.
 
11. 	 Eng. Mohamed Nasser Ezzat Dir. of Minister's Off.
 
12. 	 Eng. Abdel Hamid Fahim Project Director, PD
 
13. 	 Eng. Mostafa El Kashef Project Director, PM
 
14. 	 Eng. Soliman Abu Zeid Project Director, MSM
 
15. 	 Eng. Essam El Sheikh Project Director, PPU
 
16. 	 Dr. Bayoumi Attia Project Dir. PS and M
 
17. 	 Eng. Fathi El Shair Proj. Dir. Gharbia O&M
 
18. 	 Eng. Yehia Abdel Aziz Dir, Off of Irr Dept Ch.
 
19. 	 Eng. Mohamed Mahmoud Metawei GD, Wtr Rcrs Dev, Pig Sec
 
20. 	 Ms. Mervat Hassan Administrative Office, WRC
 

USAID 	PARTICIPANTS
 

21. 	 Mr. Edwin Stains, Associate Director, Agricultural Resources
 
22. 	 Mr. William Carmack, Office Director, AGR/ILD
 
23. 	 Mr David Smith, Project Officer, AGR/ILD
 
24. 	 Mr. Aly Khalifa, Project Officer, AGR/ILD
 
25. 	 Mr. John Anania, Project Officer, AGR/ILD
 
26. 	 Mr. Flynn Fuller, Project Officer, AGR/ILD
 
27. 	 Mr. Shawky Boctor, Project Engineer, AGR/ILD
 
28. 	 Dr. Sam Shigetomi, Manpower and Training Advisor
 
29. 	 Ms. Jehan Helal, Project Assistant, AGR/ILD
 

CONTRACTORS' REPRESENTATIVES
 

30. 	 Mr. Nolan Pike
 
Morrison-Knudsen Engineers, Inc. RIIP
 

31. 	 Mr. Robert Dixon
 
Morrison-Knudsen Engineers, Inc. PM
 

32. 	 Mr. Jon Cant
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Sheladia Associates, Inc. 	 TMD
 
33. 	 Mr. Jim Ringenoldus
 

Harza Engineering Company PPD
 
34. 	 Mr. Andrew Tczap
 

Harza Engineering Company MSM
 
35. 	 Mr. Evan Krith
 

Harza Engineering Company SR
 
36. 	 Mr. Dan Sunada
 

Consortium for Int'l Development WRC
 
37. 	 Mr. Albert Graves
 

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 	 PSM
 

Monitoring Office
 

38. 	 Eng. Taha Abu El Dahab, Office Chief
 
39. 	 Eng. Mahmoud Abbas, Senior Irrigation Engineer
 

FACILITATORS
 

40. 	 Ms. Kathy Alison - ISPAN
 

41. 	 Ms. Dee Hahn Rollins - ISPAN 

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
 

42. 	 Eng. Ahmed Bayoumi, Agriculture? Engineer/TMD
 
43. 	 Ms. Gladys Larkham, Program Assistant/USAID
 
44. 	 Ms. Nairy Kamberian, Sec. Training Section/WRC
 
45. 	 Mr. Hesham El Bishry, Accountant, Sheladia Associates
 
46. 	 Ms. Mona El Charib, Sec., Sheladia Associat~s
 
47. 	 Ms. Hoda El-Kholy, Administrative Asst., WRC
 

GUEST
 

48. 	 Mr. Francis Kulaki
 
Consortium for Int'l Development, WRC
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APPENDIX B
 

Opening Address by His Excellency, Engineer Essam Rady
 
Minister of Public Works and Water Resources
 

Ladies And Gentlemen
 

Dear Colleagues,
 

It is my great pleasure to be with you today on the occasion of the opening
 
of this workshop for the Irrigation Management System Project, implemented
 
through the cooperation between MPWWR and USAID.
 

The Nile waters have been of utmost value to Egyptians for thousands of
 
years. The River Nile which brings water to Egypt also brought life to the
 
country. 11P are all working toward the best utilization of the Nile waters and
 
maintenaTce of its good quality. Specialists and scientists have never ceased
 
their efforts to carefully study the issues and development problems of water
 
resources of Egypt. The IMS Project has been set up to support these efforts,
 
and to provide the most up-to-date technology and experience in dealing with
 
these problems.
 

The IMS Project deals with a variety of activities. Examples of these
 
activities are:
 

Preventive Maintenance,
 
Main System Management,
 
Structural Replacement,
 
Water Research Center,and
 
Survey and Mapping Components.
 

On the top of the list of components of the IMS is the Professional
 
Development component and the establishment of the National Irrigation Training
 
Institute (NITI) within the MPWWR to promote the skills of the Ministry's
 
engineers.
 

The IMS Project is an excellent example demonstrating the cooperation
 
among different authorities in the Egyptian government from one side and the
 
international experience on the other side. Two hundred and fifty million
 
dollars is allocated to the IMS Project in order to achieve the different
 
activities and to provide the needed technical assistance and modern equipment.
 

I sincerely wish you all great success in this w~rkshop, hoping that you
 
will be able to remove some to the constraints facing the implementation of the
 
project's components.
 

Your success in implementing this project means increasing the agricultural
 
productivity of Egypt in the near future.
 

It is a good opportunity for me to express my deep thanks to all those who
 
have contributed to this project from both USAID and MPWWR.
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There are always good opportunities for better utilization of our available
 
resources--land, water, and human. Utilization of these resources should be
 
integrated toward the benefit of our country.
 

God helps us all for the best of country thank you very much.
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APPENDIX C
 

IMS Project Description and Its Components
 
(USAID Agricultural Briefing Paper, Annex C)
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

----

Fiscal year 

Irrigation Improvement Project (liP) 2 87 8 9Project Director, Ahmed el Sawaf IIIII II IIIIIIII
 

~ illion -MKE- -


Structure Replacement (SR) II"I 
Project Director, Ahm ed el Sawaf 1111111111111111IIIIIII IIIIIIL 11111111111111!11111 IIII Ii III 

$ 75 million HarzaI 

Prjc DietrKashe ,otf
Preventive Maintenance (PM)
 

$ 38 million MKE
 

Main System Management (MSM)
 

$l42 million HarzaI
 

Planning Studies and Models (PS&M)
 

Project Director, Bayoumi Attia
$12million USBRi"
 

Projct A delHami im lIIiIi I I iIIhI~II
Fa Ihl IIIIlhHIIHIIIIIIIIIII iIIII1IIIIIIIII ',iiiii~Prsi oa Development (PD)
 
$ 14 million Sheladia
 

" .
Watear "esearch Center (WRC) ':" '" ' ' 
Pr caect Director, MaNrmoud Abou Zied , i , .
 

S 27 million CID
 

Froject Preparation Department (PPD)ro~ec, Director, Esam el Sheikh,, ,,,. , ," I" [
 

S 12 million Harza
 

ISurvey and Mapping (Sai) 
' 
Project Director, Abdel Rahman Ali 1111 i i""1 

$ 29 million
 

IJsc. Consulting Services & '
'-ICom m odities'],i "" "". . ., ", ',.' ,,.. ." , 

S 7 million 
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Project Number: 263.0132 
Start Date: Sept. 22, 1981 
Completion Date: Sept. 21, 1991 
Authorized Amount: $340 million / 

Implementing Agency: Ministry of 
Public 'orks and Water Re
sources PWR). 

The IMS Project %kas originated in 1981, and 
amended in 198-4 to improve its impact and take 
advantage of the lessons learned from six years of 
research carried out under the USAID Egyptian 
Water Use and Management Project (263-0017). 
The project was expanded in 1987 and now con-

[ wa~o,,a comm,.. Iremove 
g,A,,,,d ^I,. ,'. -, 

| _ _ 

,ml ' 

llP',1 rat lO Arn"irrC e4 Saw, t
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S 77.. ,E 
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,__,P- ...... , .ment _,,_,_._...., 
S 1 4 -11.~on S r,,O.0.0l 

, &,c.. C,, , ,,,schematic 

P ,m.-, D.... E*.a-W ... 1, 
,'oj., ,, LA1" A, 

sists of 10 components. Some are designed to 
specific constraints to agricultural produc

tion by improving the effectiveness of the current 
.... __--_ irrigation and drainage 

187 01 8,6 18,8 911 system. Others are to sup
port the PWWR through 
continued research. train
ing, and improved data 

_ _., b ase . 
The Project consists of 

technical and capital assis
tance for the planning, de

_ sign. construction (reha
bilitation) and manage

of Egvpts irrgation 
system. The adjacent

sho s the 10 

project components, the 
. PWWR Project Director, 

USAID funding level. 
current contractor. and du

ration of activit,. 
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0 ~anEBRDfPWWR projectonearthenchannel main
tenance, with particular emphasis on mresqa main-

Utenance 

Project Rationale 

1. Goal riao-
Considering the problems specific to theirga-

tion sub-sector and the overall agricultural sector 
problem of inadequate agricultural production on 
the old lands, the goal of this project has been 
specified as: 

"Effective control of Nile waters for all uses 
and particularly for their optimal allocation to and,Asyte mean ofelemetrynceas 
within agriculture as a means of helping increase 
agcultural production and productivity." 

Control over ater and its proper management 

for agricultural and other purposes are required at 
all le'.eL in the irrigation system so that water can 
be efcieAedelixered to the crop root zone ,Ait-
out waste, ,hen required, and in the quantities 
needed. Therefore, a sub-goal has also been speci-
fie.-,: 


"1o improve the operating efficiency of the 
,,ater disnbutio: ,,"sem for agricultural irnation 
and for other ,ater uies." 

2. Purpose 
The purpose is to strengthen the capability and 

capacit3 ofthePWWR to plandesign operate. and 

ma:ntain the w-ater distribution svs:em. 
To a.hie. th:, ,,ectn thepurpose the pr i 

proce.,,s of: 

a Planning.dcs,igning-,and constructing anini-

proed operationally efficient rngation system in 
selected canal commands throughout the country,
,nc!udin establishment of formal organizations of 

farmers to liaison with representatves of the 
P\V',,'R and"linistir ofA griculture and Land Rec-
lamation 1Ni.Ai. and in,olvement of the PWVR 
and %10Ain on-farm water managcement. 

b. Strengthening PWWR maintenance capa-
billit through the following ,ctivities: (I cornple-

and the use of private contractors. 
c. Furtherdeveloping and adding to the set of 

computer models and computer programs that are 

designed for planning, operation, management of 
the irrigation system, and bringing the Project
Preparation Department to a state of preparedness 
where it can analyze the feasibility to most PWWR 
developmental options with minimal expatriate as
sistance.
 

d. Developing and implementing the computer 
models designed for operation of the irrigation 
system and further development of the telemetryadifurtherr
deelpmn of 

data collection and analysis system, including pilot 
investigations of system automation. 

I The above activities are being supported b: 

extensive research operations that cover all aspects 
of irrnation development and management: a 
PWWR wide training program developing a new 
National Irrigation Training Institute; the prepara
tion of contour maps utilizing aerial photography% 

:and the provision of essential miscellaneous tech
nical and commodity assistance. 

The Overall Irrigation and Drainage 
System

The irrigation delivery system Aith its single 

source of suppl\ (Nile River) running the full 
len ::. e countryof hat appear,, decepvly simple. 

. Hom,% er. with its two dams at Aswran. 31,0W Km 
of public canals (some discharge up to 1,00) m3 
sec), approximately 80X.) Km of mesqasl and 
farm drains. 560 large public pumping stations. 
over 17,(X)O Km of public drains, 450,0(X) saqias.2/ 

small pumps, and over 22(X)0 water control struc
tures, the system is extremely complex. Itprovides 
water for over 6 million feddans3/. approximately 
5.0 million of which are the alluvial lands along the 
Nile Valley and in the Delta (old landsi and 0.8 
million are recently (1952-80) irrigated desert 

tion of thc SR component wvhich is correcting past lands (old new, lands). 

ult, n, :,nance. K_2the implementation of a 1iAmesqa isaprivate ditch sr mn from 10o ,o
feddans and 10 to -2(fanners. 

Pres.entie Ninintenance Program in six of the fidchns a 10 to to rfaren~necenIrrgaton ~irCtoae.ad' up to 2/A saqia Is a \)ater w.heel to lift "awrC 
ninetll :en 1,rv:t' ,,Dirt:,'torates. and (1) ,LIPP, -1Of , 3.' One feddan equals 1.038 acres or ).42( hectare.,,. 
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The main characteristics of the irrigation sys- 
tern are: (l)operation and control of the water is 
based on the elevation of the water upstream or 
downstream of the off-take structures; (2)water is 
supplied to farmers on arotation system that alter-
nates on-off periods that vary by season and crop-
ping pattern; and (3) most farmers have to lift water 
onto their fields rather than having it delivered by 
gravity flow. 

The drainage system for removing excess 
water from cultivated lands consists of open drains, 
tile drains and pump stations. The open drain 
system, built mostly between early 1900's- 1965, 
serves almost 5.5 million feddans (mostly old 
land, i Since the late 19N)'s, the GOE, with the 
a.suancofthe \orld Bank, has iniuated a series 
of tile drainage projects to relieve Egypt's Aater 
loL-;ng and ,alinitx problems. Currently, some 
three nill;on fedan, ha e bncc pro, ided with ,ub-
surf ace dr,:nage and irured open dra:n s,,s-
ters. 

The PWWR is reponsble for all aspect, of the 
IrM ation an drainage sys.tcms--planning, de ,igrn, 

cotrc.'ih). opcr.a::,. maintenaicC, and m11an
a 'cenini The N'tnistr, has four Depar nl, 

lrrigaton. -inanc. andPlanr; ",ng Mechaniai. 
four A-utY ,r:: h Dam .>, D) ,,n.ze. Ili Coastal 

Pr(tc,.tio0n and SLur',C v ), ,xpublic conipanies, and 
the Watcr Research Cent:r. To administer the 
irn ,:n,',,:ein the Imga:nn Department ha> 1 

l.)r;,!,,v" L'-..<::.I'\ :ne;-,. r c er:Z:e ae~,.tit.\ 


Go%crnora:c, . 4h ln.pe, turutes and 107 [)i>:r,:ts. 
The P\\\\, rclates atcr supplics to and 

A.,,:hn ea:i (fhe , canI cinmand,, noriafl\ 

feddansorless and approximately 70percent being 
one feddan or less. The traditional method of 
irrigation is for the farmer to divide the land into 
small basins of a size not greater than 10 m x 10 m. 
These basins enable the farmer to control the on
farm irrigation systems, and permit a fairly uni
form application of water even on unleveled fields. 
The farmer is required to lift water from 50 to 75 cm 
because Government policy favors lift irrigation 
on the assumption that gravity flow results in 
excess water application. However, some areas in 
Upper Egypt and in Fayoum have gravity systems. 

Water delivered to the farmer is not based on 
precise plant needs but on rotation with on and off 
periods. These periods depend on the type of soil. 
the cropping pattern and the season. There are two
turn and three-turn rotations. For example, a two
turn rotation could be 4 days on and 4 days off 
(rice), %khile a threc-turn system wkould be 4 days ()n 
and 8 days off (general crops in the summer). 

IU'nder rotalion, farmers at the upper end of a mesqa 
often irrigate twice in a turn and the farmer at the 
lower end migpht not get a turn. 

",",

, , .
 
T,m 7' 1z, 

-

Irrigation Improvement Project (TIP) 

The lIP is planing, designing, and implement-
I a rehalil'I:t,:'ni m~ode..miZaton p r : in Dinc am 

c:icted canai comnands co%erinL at area of more 
tian 3(X),(XX feddan>,, dunng the life of the project 

The lIP is bc:,, carried out in the follo\ inc, 
hased on n, A,:er neced, ircpared join: v b, four pha>cs within each area to bc imp',oed: I I 
teIc eL a (i , of I'WW R and NI0A. In cot. craints to improvcd agculturalpT,a,, non are 

Ox.-eral,.hte [.an "alah in idcni;ied. (2) feaslitv stud. of ,trvtiatcomplct,'e] v,()Iu

19 ', the ,.upp., of water ha',, ben sufficient to tron>, is caricd out. O3the appropriate ait. mati,,s, 
enable the farn,,r i achi ,e chse to 190 percent ("hich must be ic,hnicallv sound. ecoromicall\ 
crppirc intnn. 'ablc. and soxciida> accep,ab, e arc de,,:2ned and 

implementcd, and ;-, the impIcmet' eolutlon, 

On-Farm Irrigation and I)elivery Sys- arc then monitornd and evaluated to iprove the 

ter effcti nes, of future irnprovemcent, Several 
Farm izes in the: 5.0 mlliin feddns of o feasiblit\ studics ha\e alreadv bcen pr'pared by 

lands arc smalL. 95 percent of the farms ein.; of 5 the Minrtr, and are currently beine n: iew ed b'All1).
 



- ---- 

USAID is helping finance improvements such 
as water control structures, monitoring systems, 
canal lining, canal crossings, canal excavation and/ 
or realignment, land leveling, farmr organiza-
tional efforts, a grass-roots irrigation advisory 
service, commodities, training, and technical as-
sistance. 

The total AID contribution to IEP will be $77 
million including approximately 500 person 
months of technical assistance, 300 person months 
of non-degree training, and two persons receiving 
degree training, commodities, and construction. 
Consultant services are currently being provided 
bv Momson - Knudsen Engineers. 

Structural Replacement 
The SR component is aimed at improving or 

replacing over 9.5(X) of the initial 1981 baseline of 
20.5(K) ,rnall to medium structures in the irrigation 
s',stem. These s.5(KLstructures had deteriorated or 
were no longer functionally appropriate. These 
structures include intake regulators., head regula-
tors. "cirs. t:.iil ecapcs, spillways, bridges, and 
cro':s:n2etructures It is also aimed at: improving 
qualtv of 'n,:ruction. assuring that the% are built 
to P'WWR spc fications, and reducing the backhg 
of stmiture, that are unrepairable to enable the 
P%\\R to ha, e .imanagcabl amoint of ,truc.tures 
thut :an be maintaincd. 

The 0:o".!I 
'A>c 

,a~ . , )) per,, 
_> pr, n: 
.,,,,, ..,, ''. 
Ilre A..\ 
Iltara ;I...':r~en: 

*,\'Dci;ribuuon to the SR co-n-

n. ... yQ-t.iTht.reu:-e 'A a 1t1ad im.:. hort
: months of technical a,,sisa;c',. 
.," <of non-de.rce trai1ine. cn-1 
' stru.-pce,.cntof the co,,t ofthe 


INC ' ei ins 
a npro\ id d:hrough 
-oan, 

I're,,ntie Maintenance 
The Preent: '.e lainte nanc c mpone n w 

pr'.idc stx directorate s with the e Liuipmen t and 
,, ff :ea;: .:;, nces:sarv to perfomi r( Ieltine Fir,t 

echelon maintenance. It is also in,,talling the pro-

,k:ur, 't plan for. managc, and control hi icr 
, etC a:,r. -nance. inc Iudin repla cmen', thua11W L 
are ontrate OLit PWWR has com'mitted to reor-

ganize staff and provide funds needed to assure 
properandreliablermaintenanceofthesystem. The 
product of this effort will be a preventive rmainte
nance program, tested, accepted, functional, and 
fully staffed in six Directorates. 

The initial phase of the preventive maintenance 
component is progressing with the establishment 

1of a preventive maintenance organization in the 
Gharbia Directorate. 

Associated with this program is an IBRD assis
tance package to strengthen the channel mainte
nance work throughout the country. The main 
focus of the IBRD program is on improving the 
capabilities of the PWWR Public Excavation 
Companies which carry, out most of the channel 

maintenance work on the larger channels. 
Under this component USAID will provide 

$38 million including about 290 person months of 
technical assistance, 80 person months of non
degree training and commodities. Consultant 
sevices are being provided by Morrison - Knudsen 
Engineers. 

Main S ,stems Management 
Management decisions to increase or diminish 

v nter flo',ws at key points throughout the Irrigation 
delivery system \.kill be improved by a telemetrx 
data collection 5\ stem. This system is being devel
oped to pro%ide rea] time data to the managers of 
the distribt:ion system in order to irMproeAater 

IaLc. 
The initial pha ,e of the telemcTv s\stem is 

dcsiLned to pro%ide detailed data on the hvd; )lo2'. 

and other characteristcs at 60 ke\ point: in the 
imgation system. After gaining expenence during 
the iniial phase, the system will be expanded to 

incrcasc the kinds of data to include flo, rates, 
'illwater qua it, . c()m ;nicat ions, as well as the' 

nunbcr ot data co ion point in the sstem. 
"h i coMI !ne,. t wkill also assist PWW R in 

cxpe r entin;g ' h aLtonlalion of control cate s in 

a pilotarea fhe inrTn a ion s ,stem. The p;lot effort 
should resuht in JecreaseJ! operation losses and 
itir ed irrig.,:on efficiencies. A cornrnunica

-1 



tions network and canal feasibility studies for de-
termining the economic extent of automation will 
also be financed, 

The total USAID contribution to this compo-
nent will be $42 million, including approximately 
200 person months of technical assistance, 60 
person months of non-degree training, 10 persons 
receiving degree training, and commodities. 
Consultant services are being provided by Harza 
Engineering Company. 

Planning Studies and Models 
Through the Water Planning Group (WPG), 

the Ministry has developed a number of computer 
models that are designed to increase the operating 
efficiency of the whole system. These models fall 
into tm o groups. One group concerns inflow simu-
lation to predict flo, s into Lake Nasser from the 
area above the Lake. and the other group of mode ls 
are concerned with the service area between the 
High Aswan Dam and the Mediterranean Sea. This 
set of models is used to analyze the impact of the 
water delierv system on agricultural policies and 
programs. plan the distribution of water through 
the systenand provide detailedoperatingparame-
ters such as eate movement schedules, for operat-
ing of the system within a specified set of system 
operating constraints. 

The development of these two groups of mod-
els has been assisted by UNDP, starting in 1977. 
Dur:n,. the pat v years. IBRD and L'NDP with 
USAID participauon, have ca'ned out a numberof 
review, missions and found the project as having a 
positive and beneficial impact on developing the 
models needed to properly plan and operate the ir-
ngation and drainage system. Due to funding con-
straints., the NDP assistance will be phasing 
down, and L- ID is providing support to further 
refine the two group, of models and the addition of 
se,,eral new mod e lsto the two groups. 

A program for improving Monitoring, Fore-
casting, and Simulation (IMFS) of the precipatation 
and run off in the Nile Basin is being established. 
It is planned that a grant will be made to the FAO 
to execute Phase I of a MFS program. 

The total LSAID contribution to the compo-
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nent will be $12 million including approximately 
130 person months of technical assistance, 70 
person months of non-degree training, and corn
modities a&e being provided by the U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation. 

Professional Development 
Through this unit, the Ministry is providing 

structured in-service training programs for the five 
to seven thousand professional and 70 to 80 thou

sand nonprofessional staff of PWWR, plus some 
from the MALR. Training is being expanded to 
more than 60 subject matter areas. The component 
goal is to develop a National Irrigation Training 
Institute having the capability to provide high 
qualit. training to 2,500 students per year focusing 
mainly on the professional staff. This unit is 
currently offering courses in 25 subject areas and 
has trained 4,000 Ministry staff. 

USAID will provide a total of $14 million 
including approximately 230 person months of 
technical assistance, 150 person months of non
degree, 5 persons receiving degree training, and 
comiodities. Consultant services are being pro
vided by a minority owned finn (Sheladia Associ
ates). 

Water Research Center 
The scope and complexity of PWWR responsi

bilities for the irrigation system involve a wide 
range of scientific disciplines and widely var,.i
subject matter areas. The Water Research Center 
was created in 1975 by PWWR to do the basic 
research and be th,: reservoir of knowledge on all 
aspects of the irrigation system. To serve th:s 
purpose, II separate re::earch institutes were cre
ated. The project is helping the institutes improve 
their research capabilities, information dissemina
tion. use of local private contractors. universities. 
and other resea-ch urganizations to carr out spe
cial research projects rather than increase core 
staffing. 

The total USAID contribution to the WRC will 
be $27 million, including -pproximately 420 per
son months of technical assistance, strengthen the 
existing staff of all e!even institutes with a signif.



cant amount of degree training (44 PhD and 62 
MSC) and non-degree training (470 person 
months) and commodities. Consultant services are 
being provided by a university group (Consortium 
for International Development). 

Project Preparation Department 
The Project Preparation Department was cre-

ated by PWWR under tire IMS Project to provide 
international quality economic and technical feasi-
bility analyses of investment options open to the 
PWWR and to prepare reports in English for sub-
mission to international financial agencies and 
foreign donors. The PPD also serves ima staff 
capacity for PWWR to provide economic and 
technical analysis of various developmental op-
tions as assigned b, the Minister. These analysis 
help the PWWVR determine which programs are 
viable and are worth pursuing. 

The total USAID contribution to the PPD 
component will be $12 million, including approxi
mately 400 person months of technical assistance 
and 25 person months of non-degree training, and 
commodities. Consultant services are being pro-
vided by Harza Engineering Company. 

Survey and Mapping 
Part of the normal planning/design apparatus 

for irrigation systems is high quality aerial photog-
raphv and detailed tpographic maps. 

Not of the cadastral and topoga-hic nip 
n:i.u~-use- for planning and des,;umne_ IM,... 

tnon improvements were prepared b-tween 19(.J 

and 1945 The majority' of these maps are not 

adequate for preparation of feasib;litv studies or
detailed proect planning, In addition, accurately

prjc plnnng Inadton cua e 

The total USAID contribution to the Survey 
and Mapping component will be $29 million, in
cluding approximately 400 person months of tech
nical assistance, 50 person months of non-degree 
training and commodities. A contract for consult
ant services is currently being negotiated. 

Miscellaneous Technical Assistance and 
Commodity Procurement 

This component provides for a residual supply 
of technical, commodity, and training assistance to 
cope with problems not addressed by the other 
components. 

To date, over one million dollars have been 
utilized for special studies carried out in conjunc
tion with other donor agencies, non-degree train
ing for PWWR officials outside the normal IMS 
components, establishment ofa monitoring office, 
project evaluations, invitational travel, and miscel
laneous procurement. 

________ ahlmenA 

To date, the IMS Project has accomplished the 
following: 

9,000 concrete structures of the 22,00) small 
to medium structures in the system have been re
placed under the Structural Replacement compo
nent " hich provide benefits to 1.1 million farmers. 

- 4,0(X) PWWR employees have been trained 
in-countn' in 25 major subject matter categories. 

-A model Irrigation Ad\ isory Service has been 
created in the Minva area. While this activity is still 
in its infancy, I(X)Y§ of the farmers in the project
arc' ha%e been contacted bv the outreach team and 
have been consulted on irrigation deliery prob

scaled aeria photography is nota\ ailable for the ir-lems.riIated areas of Egypt.
This ,ompnent will arrange or aerial photog-
raph\ pcadastwalmapsan for aeutle mongne 

riph. nce'k cadastral maps for dboui five rai!!ion 

feddan\ of the irriCated lands, and large scale 
c.'onto ur maps of the agricultural land. It ill also 
providt- training and equipment to the Egyptiann 
cGcnera SurvIey Authority to upgraude its capability1 
to pro,.de noipping services. 

- A model Preventi,,e Maintenance organiza
tiohi has been established in one Directorate. 
I- The Project Preparation Department has de0 

veloped about 15 studies and related analysis for 
potential funding from otherdonors. This work has 
been a major factor in obtaining donor financing
for the IBRD financed Drainage V Project, IBRD/ 

AID financed Channel Maintenance Project, and 
bilateral financed ESNA Dam Project. 
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-$165 million in consultancy and procurement 
contracts have been put in place and are opera
tional. Another $35 million in consultancy con
tracts and groups should be completed and in place 
by October 1989. 

-Eleven initial studies for rehabilitating about 
400,000 acres of irrigation systems have been 
conducted under the Regional Irrigation Improve
ment component. 

..........
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APPENDIX D
 

Component Descriptions
 
and Contact Addresses
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IRRIGATION IMPROVEMENT PROJECT (IIP)
 

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Eng. Ahmed El-Sawaf
 

TEAM LEADER/REPRESENTATIVE/COP: Nolan Pike, MKE/LBII
 

LOCATION (BUILDING AND FLOOR): Shoubra, 6th Floor
 

PHONE NUMBERS: 220-4513, 220-4704
 
220-2802, 220-3802
 

FAX NUMBER: 220-4513
 

TELEX 	NUMBER: (NONE)
 

IRRIGATION IMPROVEMENT PROJECT IIP
 

1. 	 Describe how your component helps in achieving IMS goals?
 

To increase water efficiency and agricultural production the IIP component:
 

a) Provides improvements in canal systems and mesqas to decrease losses
 
by supplying water in adequate amounts and proper times.
 

b) Analyzes and arranges for levelling and drainage works.
 

c) 	 Through IAS and WUA's advises farmers on optimum water control
 
practices at mesqa and field levels.
 

2. 	 What do you need from other components?
 

liP needs from other components:
 

a) 	 WRC - Drainage studies, gd. water studies, aerial photos, water 
distribution, geology and soils mechanics. 

b) 	 Survey - planimetric, topographic and cadastral maps. 

c) MSM - location and type of proposed telemetry (SCADA).
 

d) Planning: info. on overall Nile system (Q. and W.S.Elev.)
 

e) 	 SR: Design calcs. for structures in lIP commands.
 

f) 	 PD: Training Programs, Schedules, Content, etc.
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3. 	 What do you have or will have to offer others? 

lIP offers to other components: 

a) MSM - all project data on command areas. 

b) PPD - standards for feasibility studies (SAADA). 

c) SR - Design standards, Feas. study standards. 

d) WRC - Data from studies. 

e) PD - On-shore training systems. 

f) Planning - SAADA results. 

4. 	 Are there donors working in similar activities? 

Who are they and how are you sharing information? 

Other donors: 

SNC - River System. 

SNC - lIP Project 

Holland - Fayoum? 

Italy - liP project
 

IBRD - Low head system (PIPE)
 

5. 	 What info do you need from other agencies outside IMS? 

Other Info - Other Entities 

MOALR - Agri- staff / economist aqronomist, etc. 

Soils studies
 

EPADP Drainage design standards,
 

type of construction.
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STRUCTURAL 	REPLACEMENT (SR)
 

PROJECT DIR.: Eng. Ahmed El-Sawaf
 

T.A. 	CONSULTANT: Evan Krith (HARZA)
 

LOCATION: Shoubra, 6th floor
 

PHONE: 220-4513
 

FAX: 220-4513
 

1. 	 Describe how your component helps in achieving IMS goals?
 

A. 	 By Replacing Deficient Irrigation Structures it increased the systems
 
irrigation efficiency (a letter by the U/S of Sharkia Eng. Ali Abd
 
El-Rahman stated as early as 1985 that the Sharkia directorate saved
 
10% irrigation water due to SR program.)
 

B. 	 With (some) new, and replaced old bridges the maintenance of the
 
irrigation and drainage systems improved due to better access.
 

Also the hauling system of agricultural products from farms to market
 
place improved.
 

2. 	 What do you need from other components?
 

Nothing.
 

3. 	 What do you have or will have to offer others?
 

A. 	 To lIP and PM a detailed inventory of 30,000 existing small and
 
intermediate structures and bridges throughout Egypt.
 

B. 	 Prices and cost estimates of typical replaced structures by unit,
 
size and component.
 

4. 	 Are there any other donors working in similar activities? who are they
 
and how are you sharing information?
 

None.
 

5. 	 What information do you need from other agencies outside IMS?
 

Nothing.
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE/CHANNEL MAINTENANCE PROJECT
 

PROJECT DIRECTOR: 	 Eng. Mostafa M. El-Kashef
 

TEAM LEADER (MKE): 	 Bob Dixon
 

address (LOCATION): 	 13 Morad Street Irrigation Building
 

7th floor, Giza
 

TEL: 628144 (PD)
 
628142 (MKE)
 

FAX: 628143 (MKE)
 

PROJECT DIRECTOR: 	 Oharbia O&M Project
 

PROJECT DIRECTOR: 	 Eng. Fathi Hamed El-Shair
 

TEAM LEADER:
 

LOCATION: 	 Tanta near Batanonia Lock
 

TEL: 	 040 333595
 

PMP/CMP
 

1. Describe how your component helps in achieving IMS goals?
 

Manage - operate - maintain the irrigation and drainage system: 

1. Channel Maintenance
 
2. Weed Control
 
3. Structure Repair
 
4. Flow Measurement
 
5. Procure equipment to help engineer in carrying out his activities
 

2. What do you need from other components?
 

1. Structure Inventory from SR project
 
2. TOPO maps from 	Survey Department
 
3. List of equipment procured by others
 
4. Training programs coordinated w/other components
 

3. What do you have or will have to offer others?
 

Improved channel flow to other components thru maintenance.
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4. 	 Are there other donors working in similar activities?
 
Who are they and how are you sharing information?
 

Yes, Holland and Canada
 
Sharing information
 
Exchange records, reports and meetings
 

5. 	 What information do you need from other agencies outside IMS?
 

From Ministries of Health and Agriculture we need to know results of weed
 
control chemical analysis and recommendations.
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MAIN SYSTEM MANAGEMENT (MSM)
 

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Eng. Soliman Abou-Zeid 
(Res. Phone 851412) 

TEAM LEADER: Andrew Tczap, Harza Eng. Co. 
(Res. phone 350-0309) 

LOCATION: 13 Giza St., 5th Floor 
Giza 

Phone: 628-002, 628-003 (new as of 1/9) 

FAX: 628-001 (after 1 Oct.) 

TELEX: 94014 UN EXWAP 

1. 	 Describe how your component helps in achieving IMS goals?
 

How MSM meets project goals:
 

Utilize water research more efficiently
 

- Provide real-time wtr. level and flow data.
 

- Canal automation pilot program.
 

- Improve flow measurement capability ( Ministry - Wide)
 

Improve operating effecency.
 

- Install Ministry - Wide Radio Communication System.
 

Strengthen MPWWR capability
 

- Install electronic equipment maintenance facility
 

- Training in O&M of facilities of MSM.
 

2. 	 What do you need from other components?
 

Needs froi other components
 

. Work plans of all other components.
 

. Specific inputs from PSM, FMS and lIP.
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- Cooperation/in-country training from PD. 

3. 	 What do you have or will have to offer others?
 

MSM has or will have to offer
 

- Computerized inventory control system,
 

Irptenentation Phase
 
- Full cooperations when requested. I
 
- Water level and flow data
 

- Communication system
 

Operation phase 
- Electronic equipment repair facility I
 
- Canal automation evaluation.
 

4. 	 Are there other donors working in similar activities?
 

Who are they and how are you sharing information?
 

Other donors with overlap
 

Cida - water measurement and river mechanics date.
 

5. 	 What info do you need from other agencies outside IMS?
 

Needs from outside IMS
 

Radio frequencies from ARENTO (Major Problem H)
 

Support to force ARENTO to allocate frequencies
 

Assistance from all directorates
 

Data/Info. from CIDA project (In Progress)
 

Data/Info. from WRC and other departments of PWR.
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PLANNING STUDIES AND MODELS (PSM)
 

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Dr. Bayoumi Attia
 

SENIOR ADVISOR: Al Graves
 

UASID PROJECT OFFICER: John Anania
 

LOCATION: 13 Giza St., Giza
 

TELEPHONE: OFFICE: 723066
 
723145
 

TELEFAX: 720593
 

1. 	 Describe how your component helps in achieving IMS goals?
 

Describe IMS Goals:
 

To help identify the most effective and efficient plans and operation
 
policies for the Egyptian water resources, and irrigation system via
 
reliable scientific techniques and mathematical models.
 

2. 	 What do you need from other components?
 

Need From Others:
 

PD 
-

Review training assessment 
Provide assistance in training 

MSM -

-

-

-

-

Telemetry data for models calibration 
(levels, flows, gate openings, etc.) 
Coordination on flow measurements 
Communication systems 
Coordination in computer hardware systems 
Coordination in the use of computer models for operation. 

WRC - Input from WRC studies and research on drai
ground water, sedimentation, and water 

utilization. 

nage, water reuse, 
distribution and 

S&M - Information about cropping patterns, canal layouts and 
locations of irrigation structures, soil salinity and land 
classification maps. 

lIP 	 - Irrigation efficiencies and water conveyance loss info. 

SR 	 - Discharge rating curves. 
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3. 	 What do you have or will have to offer others?
 

For Others:
 

Information about irrigation and drainage networks
 
(Project Information System (PIS))
 

Provide technical assistance in developing water policies and resolving
 
planning issues facing the Ministry.
 

Refinement of High Aswan Dam (HAD) operation policies.
 
(HAD simulation model and operation research techniques)
 

Optimal distribution of irrigation water
 
(Planning distribution model)
 

Hydraulic routing analysis and operation simulation
 
(Operation Distribution Model, Utah State Command Models,and Hydraulic
 
Routing Models from USBR)
 

Testing alternatives of national balance combining together all water
 
resource elements of the system.
 
(National Water Balance Model)
 

Testing alternative cropping pattern policies and new reclamation projects.
 
(Agro Economic Model)
 

Training and technical assistance in water measurement
 
(Water Measurement Unit)
 

Technical assistance in the development of computer information systems.
 

4. 	 Are there other donors working in similar activities?
 
Who are they and how are you sharing information?
 

No.
 

5. 	 What info do you need from other agencies outside IMS?
 

Additional Info Needed:
 

Irrigation Sector - Information about current actions or procedures on 
distributing water. 

Ministry of Agriculture - Cropping patterns for old and new lands and 
agriculture inputs. 

Ministry of Planning - Fiscal plans for irrigation sector. 
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Ministry of Housing Information on potable water use and urban
 
development.
 

Egyptian Electrical Authority - Power rating curves from HAD. Development 
of operation policies at HAD. 
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (PD)
 

PROJECT DIRECTOR: 


CHIEF OF PARTY: 


LOCATION: 


TELEPHONE: 


FAX: 


TELEX:
 

EMERGENCY TEL: 


Eng. Abd El-Hamid Fahim
 

Jon A. Gant (SAI)
 

Shoubra, Ground Floor
 

2200217, 2203038
 

(02) 2203037
 

2468354 (Fahim)
 

1. 	 Describe how your component helps in achieving IMS goals?
 

2 	 PD will establish a National Irrigation Training Institute (NITI)
 
which will be responsible for all technical professional activities
 
within the IMS and MPWWR.
 

0 	 NITI will provide training opportunities on an on-going basis for
 
MPWWR personnel to keep pace with new knowledge and technological
 
changes to improve competencies and increase productivity.
 

E 	 NITI will help develop policies for training and suggest incentives
 
(systematic procedures) for promoting professional growth.
 

0 	 PD (NITI) will assist in establishing and equipping satellite 
training centers that can be used by IMS. 

0 	 PD will provide aggregate training needs analyses utilizing other
 
components training needs assessment (TNA) findings for establishing
 
training programs.
 

2. 	 What do you need from other component?
 

0 TNAs from other components
 

N Priorities and specific requests for training
 

0 
 Expertise in teaching and developing programs
 

N 	 Constructive feedback on effectiveness of training programs
 

0 
 Information relating to IMS training conducted outside of NITI
 

n 	 Copies of training materials and curricula developed by other 
components 
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 Current and on-going project activities for development of Audio-

Visual aids, compiled data, and for coordinating NITI field training
 
activities
 

3. 	 What do you have or will have to offer others?
 

0 
 Multimedia training materials
 

0 
 Soon to be well equipped training facilities 

2 Specialized staff, in Human Resources Development, curriculum, 
education, evaluation, computer training and so on. 

a On-Going training programs consisting of +/- 60 courses. 

a Capability and flexibility to offer technical and graduate level 
courses through subcontrarts
 

E 	 Participant placement and processing services through subcontractor 
(AMIDEAST), if components are willing to defray costs. 

4. 	 Are there other donors working in similar activities?
 

Who are they and how are you sharing information?
 

* 	 TNA
 

* 	 Newsletter
 

* 	 Training Brochures
 

5. 	 Wiat information do you need from other agencies outside IMS?
 

* English language training requirements for component projects
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WATER RESEARCH CENTER (WRC)
 

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Dr. Mahmoud Abu-Zeid
 

SENIOR RESEARCHER: Dr. Royal Brooks
 

LOCATION: Water Research Center
 

PHONE 	No: 760474
 

FAX NO: 733678
 

TELEX NO: 20275 UN
 

1. 	 Describe how your component helps in achieving INS goals?
 

a) Help in setting general policies and strategies stemming from our
 

research programs,
 

b) Address specific issues identified by sub-components of IMS,
 

c) 	 Act as consultant for sub-components of IMS.
 

2. 	 What do you need from other components?
 

* 	 Data.
 

* 	 Feed back.
 

3. 	 What do you have or will have to offer others?
 

M Research to addres3 specific requests of IMS components.
 

N Help with monitoring and e 'aluation of other field actarties
 
cumponents.
 

0 Assist in implementing NITI training programs.
 

0 
 Provide short-term technical assistance.
 

4. 	 Are there other donors working in similar activities?
 

Who are they are ynu sharing information?
 

Yes.
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Canada: 	 High Aswan Dam
 
(HAD ERI)
 

Dutch: 	 Drainage and Groundwater
 
(DRI and GWRI)
 

UNDP: 	 Institutional building
 

EEC: Water Resources Development
 
(Sinia)
 

5. What information do you need from other agencies outside IMS?
 

Exchange of information concerning research activities.
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PROJECT PREPARATION DEPARTMENT (PPD)
 

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Eng. Essam El-Sheikh
 

TEAM LEADER: Mr. Jim Ringenoldus (HARZA)
 
(Bill Ellis)
 

LOCATION: 	 Shoubra 4th floor
 

TEL: 	 220-1855
 
220-3358
 

TELEX: 	 22117 PROPR
 

1. 	 Describe how component helps in achieving IMS goals?
 

A. 	 Strengthen capability of ministry staff in project planning and
 
evaluation.
 

B: 	 Preparation of feasibility studies that meet requirements of
 
international donor agencies and Government of Egypt financing
 
agencies.
 

C: 	 Improving efficiency of use of economic and natural resources of
 

Egypt.
 

2. What do you 	need from other components?
 

A. 	 Cost information-structures, land development, maintenance, etc.
 

B: 	 Maps
 

C: Soil survey 	information
 

3. What do you 	have or will have to offer others?
 

A. Feasibility 	studies (not limited to IMS)
 

B. 	 Assistance in estimating project benefits
 

C. 	 Computer facilities and advisory services
 

4. 	 Are there other donors working in similar activities?
 

A. 	 Cnadian, Japanese, and others (?) doing planning and feasibility
 
studies - no information sharing.
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What do you need from other agencies, ministries?
 

A. 	 Agricultural information - land reclamation costs, crop areas and 
yields, yield forecasts, soils types, salinity, etc. 

B. 	 Economic and financial costs of energy.
 

C. 	 Other - meteorological, ground water, navigation, etc.
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SURVEY AND MAPPING
 

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Eng. Aly Abdel-Rahman
 

TEAM LEADER:
 

USAID, PROJECT OFFICER: Mr. John Anania
 

LOCATION: Egyptian Survey Authority
 

Orman - Giza
 

TELEPHONE: 3484904
 

1. Describe how your component helps in achieving IMS goals?
 

Survey and Mapping helps all other components giving them basic maps and
 
land information and all other needs ... all the projects are in bad need
 
of our help.
 

2. What do you need from other components?
 

We need from other components to raise hands and ask God to help us succeed
 
to fulfill our aims.
 

3. What do you have or will have to offer others?
 

* Best wishes
 

* Maps
 

* A lot of information about many, many things they need.
 

4. Are there other donors working in similar activities?
 

Who are they and how are you sharing information?
 

Similar *projects are:
 

* Egyptian - Canadian Cooperation Project
 

* Egyptian - Finish Cooperation Project 

* Egyptian - German Cooperation Project
 

*These three projects are under execution.
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5. What information do you need from other agencies outside IMS?
 

* Egyptian - American Cooperation Project - under signing
 

* Egyptian - French Cooperation Project
 

* Egyptian - Japanese Cooperation Project
 

*These two projects are under agreement
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Monitoring Office
 

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Eng. Taha Abou El-Dahab
 

TEA1 LEADER: N/A
 

LOCATION: NPWWR Bldg. 3rd floor
 

PHONE NO: 3541473
 

FAX NO: None
 

TELEX NO: None
 

1. 	 Describe how your component helps in achieving IMS goals?
 

Prepare monitoring reports on inputs, activities and outputs of IMS
 
components submitted to IMS management and USAID on a monthly and quarterly
 
basis. Giving a clear picture about the projects implementation progress
 

See Appendix _ (PIL 83. establishing Monitoring Office)
 

2. 	 What do you need from other components?
 

Correct information about implementation, expenditures, consultancy
 
training and other activities.
 

3. 	 What do you have or will have to offer other?
 

Perioidical monitoring reports showing the progress of implementation and
 
focusing on the constraints and bottle necks which faces the projects
 
implementation. These reports will be submitted to IMS management and
 
USAID.
 

4. 	 Are there other donors working in similar activities?
 

Who are they and with whom are you sharing information?
 

There are no other donors.
 

5. 	 What information do you need from other agencies outside IMS?
 

a) May need information from the Ministry of Planning and International
 
Cooperation, and Ministry of Finance.
 

b) May need information from other departments and authorities of MPWWR.
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APPENDIX E
 

Matrix of Agreements Reached at the Workshop
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IMS COORDINATING COMMITTEE WORKSHOP AGREEMENTS
 

AGREEMENT 


A) 	IMS COORDINATING COMMIrEE 

i) 	IMS Committee to review existing policy on 
approval of participants for off-shore training 
(See NITI, No.6) 

2)	Loans and External Assistance Unit of 
Planning Sector should distribute list of donor 
agreements (English & Arabic) 

3)	USAID to share information on activities 

which overlap with IMS
 

co
 

B) 	AUTHORITY AND DECISION-MAKING OF 
PROJECT DIRECTORS 

1) Translate ministerial decree on Project 
Directors' authority distribute to team leaders. 

2) 	 IMS Committee to review decree concerning 
authority of steering committee 

3)	PDP to provide management training needs to 

project directors and key staff.
 

= no definite date established for completion 
= work to be undertaken 

'"
 

q,
 

'K"
 

SPECIFIC ACTIONS 
ALEXANDRIA - SEPTEMBER 3-8, 1989 

Responsible 
Party September October November December 

IMS Committee ????????????????????????????? 

Eng. Mazen ?????????????????????????????? 

ILD/Smith ??????????????????????????????
 

Anania ******
 

Eng. Sarwat ?????????????????????????
 

PDP ??????????????????????????????
 



AGREEMENT Responsible 
Party September October November December 

C) COORDINATION, COMMUNICATIONS 
AND SHARING RESOURCES 

1) Establish an information center within the 
ministry. 

2) Each component io develop a catalogue 
Directors of technical information. 

Eng. Mazcn's office 

Project 

???????????????????????????????????????????? 

3) Work plans will be distributed to all 
components. 

Project Directors 

D) ROLE AND FUNCTION OF MONITORING 
OFFICE 

1) Monitoring Office to develop indicators of 
performance for each component. 

Hng. Taha (include in work plan) 

2) Ad hoc group to meet on work plan, staffing, 
etc. 

Eng. Sarwat 

E) TRAINING NEEDS AND THE ROLE OF NIT[ 
1) !!P to report on outcome of language N. Pike ??????????????????????????? 

programs. 

2) Translate minutes of meeting on two of J. 
Gant's letters on English language training and 
provide to J.Gant. 

Eng. Fahim 

3) NITI to set up contract to provide English 
language training (using local operating funds). 

Gant/Fahim 

4) NITI/PDP to follow up on management 
training (CAMD, etc.) 

Gant/Fahim 

5) PDP Steering Committee to discuss 
centralizing placement of participants 
(AMIDEAST?) 

Steering Committee 

6) PDP to develop selection criteria (standardized 
and objective) and submit to Steering 
Committee. 

Gant/Fahim 

7) Establish training program for secretaries. Gant/Fahim ?????????????????????????????????? 



AGREEMENT Responsible 
Party September October November December 

F) COUNTERPART STAFFING. LOCAL SALARIES AND INCENTIVES 

1) Review salary ceilings for all staff and provide IMS Committee 
recommendations to IMS Coordinating 
Committee 

2) Provide recommendations on increasing per Eng. Mazen's office 
diem to the IMS Coordinating Committee 

3) Establish financial incentive for secretaries who IMS Committee 
successfully complete training 

G) AID PROCUREMENT AND OTHER REGULATIONS 

1) Review Action Memo PIL, revise if ILD 
appropriate and distribute examples. 

2) Meeting to discuss steam-lining Action Memos. Fuller, Abu-zeid, ??????????????? 
Brooks 

3) Distribute Gharbia O&M procurement Eng. F. El Shair and ??? 
procedures/checklist (Harza) monitoring office 

4) Procurement work shop ILD 

5) Clarify details needed for local operating ILD 
budgets and provide examples to all 
components. 

6) Provide examples of training requests and 
necessary forms for off-shore training to all 

ILD (Sept 23, but depends on (1)&(2) above) 

components. 

7) Clarify financial responsibilities of USAID Eng. Mazen/ 
project directors. 

8) Request MIC include a statement clarifying Stains/Carmack 
vehicle customs procedures in the next IMS 
grant agreement. 



APPENDIX F
 

Project Implementation Letter:
 
IMS Project Monitoring Unit
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UNITED STATES AGENCY for INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

CAIRO, EG YPT 

June 27, 1988 

Engineer Ahmed Ali Mazen
 
chairman,
 
IMS Coordinating Committee
 

Subject: IMS Project Monitoring Unit
 
Irrigation Management Systems
 
Project
 
Project No. 263-0132
 
Implementation Letter No. 93
 
Budget Element No. 10
 

Dear Engineer Mazen:
 

The purpose of this Project Implementation Letter is to approve the
 
establishment of a Monitoring Office to assist in the monitoring of
 
the Irrigation Management Systems Project. The office will be
 
located at the Ministry's headquarters on Kasr El Eini Street. IMS
 
project funds will be used to pay 100 percent of all costs relating
 
to establishing, staffing and equipping the office and for all
 
operating expenses. The Monitoring Office budget (Attachment 1) is
 
approved and an amount of LE 193,000, not to exceed $86,000, has
 
been earmarked and committed for this activity over an 16-month
 
period beginning 1 July 1988.
 

The initial responsibilities of the Monitoring Office and its staff
 
shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
 

1. 	 Monitoring progress and identifying operational constraints
 
to the progress of the individual IMS components and working
 
with the Project Directors and the Coordinating Committee to
 
remove those constraints.
 

2. 	 Assisting each Project Director with the development of its
 
annual work plan, including budget requirements, staffing
 
needs, and logistics.
 

3. 	 Identifying opportunities to share information and coordinate
 
activities within the various project components that would
 
be mutually beneficial to the IMS project and the Ministry.
 

4. 	 Arranging and managing PWWR and USAID sponsored tour programs

of the irrigation system by visiting dignitaries from other
 
countries.
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5. 	 Working with various USAID sponsored special teams to assist
 
in logistics and arrangements for key meetings as requested.
 

6. 	 Preparing monthly financial progress reports of all
 
components of the project and preparing quarterly reports for
 
financial and physical progress of each component. These
 
quarterly reports also will identify the various constraints
 
to progress that developed during the period, and define the
 
actions taken or to be taken to improve the implementation
 
rate of the components.
 

7. 	 Working with the Project Directors to prepare a quarterly
 
report of all PWWR components showing complete inventory and
 
location of all commodities financed by the AID project. The
 
report will highlight items received during the quarter 
as
 
well as list those items approved but not received.
 
Coordinating the submission to USAID of the semi-annual
 
vehicle status report by the Project Directors.
 

8. 	 Working with the Project Director, Professional Development
 
to prepare a quarterly training report of all PWWR
 
participants showing the training received, current 
job
 
title, and assignment locations. The report will highlight
 
participants recently returned from training and those
 
scheduled for tLaining during the quarter. The office will
 
also follow-up to assure participant completion of training
 
reports.
 

9. 	 Assisting with the Iaison between the PWWR, Ministry of
 
International Cooperation, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of
 
Plan, and other GOE offices, as needed, to help activate any

interoffice collaborative requirements, such as assuring that
 
documentation required for obtaining the project incentives
 
is properly prepared and processed, and payment is made on a
 
timely basis.
 

10. 	 Assisting the Project Directors to develop and update, on a
 
monthly basis, a computerised information system on the
 
status of all of the IMS components.
 

11. 	 Attending the IMS Coordinating Committee meetings and
 
providing clarification and assistance on any issues, 
as
 
requested.
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12. 	 Carrying out extensive field inspection tours of all active
 
project areas of the IMS components, as requested. Reviewing
 
and recommending improvements in the planning and design
 
methodologies, recommending and/or developing additional
 
training plans to be implemented by the contractor, and
 
reviewing the construction quality control system. A full
 
report will be prepared after each field trip with
 
recommendations for PWWR, the contractor, and USAID to
 
improve the quality and the rate of implementation.
 

13. 	 Providing coordination of all special studies, evaluations,
 
and audits carried out on the IMS project.
 

14. 	 Arranging for the translation from English to Arabic and
 
Arabic to English of documents required by the Ministry and
 
AID such as the sa'nple contracts for the RFTPs, minutes of
 
the coordinating Committee meetings, ministerial decrees, etc.
 

The initial staff fequired includes an Office Chief, Irrigation
 
Engineer, Accountant, two field Engineers, and a Bilingual
 
Administrative Assistant/Secretary. After The staff are in place
 
and the office ha.s been fully operational for six months, the
 
staffing needs can be re-evaluated. During their service the staff
 
cannot be employees of GOE or employees taking a leave of absence
 
from the GOE. This same restriction applies to any consultants
 
that may be hired from time to time.
 

The management of the staff and determination of work assignments
 
will be carried out by the Chairman of the Coordinating Committee
 
in coordination with the Offic:! Director for the USAID Office of
 
Irrigaion and Land Develc'ment. Meetings will be held twice a
 
month between PWWR, USAI2, and the Office chief to review progress
 
cf the monitoring effort and make assignments cf the personnel on
 
specific project related tasks. The Monitoring Office will
 
maintain complete records and documentation of all field inspection
 
tours and mink~tes of all meetings held, with copies sent to both
 
the Ministry and USAID. The trip reports and minutes of meetings


t
will be reviewed a each management meeting and necessary follow-up
 
actions defined. 

ahu initial funds committed for this activity include funds to
 
finance remodeling ot offices at the Ministry headquarters that
 
will house the Monitoring Office, including necessary painting,
 
carpentry work, installation of air conditioners, supply of desks,
 
filing cabinets, necessary office supplies, photocopy machine,
 
etc. The budget (attached to this PIL) includes funds for the
 
rental of two vehicles with drivers for short term lease and
 
necessary travel and per diem for the field visits and funds needed
 
to assist the Minister's Office provide full service to the IMS
 
Project. All procurements (including leases or rentals) will be
 
made in accordance with AID Handbooks lB and 11, with USAID
 
assistance when requested.
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The Chairman of the IMS Coordinating Committee will be responsible

for general oversight of the contracting and maintenance of
 
financial records for the activities covered by this PIL. The
 
accounts of the Monitoring Unit shall be maintained and monitored
 
by the Project Preparation Department of the MPWWR and be subject
 
to normal Government of Egypt (GOE) approval and review procedures
 
as well as to audit by the GOE Central Auditing Agency.
 
Contracting will also be subject to normal GOE approval and review
 
procedures. The selection of staff and setting of salary levels
 
will be carried out by the MPWWR with the concurrence of AID. In
 
order to expedite the approval process, please send for 
our review
 
the sample contract with the standard provisions that will be used
 
by the Ministry to contract for Monitoring Office staff.
 

AID's financing of this activity will be on a reimbursement basis
 
with an initial advance to cover the estimated cash needs, i.e.,
 
estimated disbursements, for three months, from July 1, 1988
 
through September 30, 1988. Additional advances and liquidations
 
of prior advances will be on a monthly basis, for example, as soon
 
as possible after the end of July, 1988, a voucher, based on
 
certified statements, showing actual disbursements for the month of
 
July will be submitted together with a request for an advance for
 
the period August 1, 1988 through October 31, 1988. The
 
documentation underlying the advance account will be audited by AID
 
on a periodic basis, not less than biennially, using auditors
 
either employed directly by AID or auditors under contract to AID
 
for performance of such services. A copy of the 'Payment
 
Provisions for Periodic Revolving Advanceu and a copy of AID
 
Mission Order 3-32, "Payment of Salary Supplements to Host
 
Government Employees' are attached for your information and use.
 

Sincerely yours,
 

Edwin Stains
 
Associate Director
 
for Agricultural Resources
 

PWWR Approval
 

Date:
 
Eng. Ahmed A. Mazen
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APPENDIX G
 

English Language Training Issues:
 
Memoranda from Jon A. Gant
 

August 30, 1989
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MNISRYWOF PUBC WORKSR6 A~..ociw. AND WATER RESOURCESSHELADIA . WATER RESEARCH CENTERO3.-X EGYPT TRAbCMN &MANOWER DEVELOPMENT 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

TO: 
 Eng. Abd El-Hamid Fahim, Project Director
 
Professional Development Project
 

FROM: 
 Jon A. Gant, Chief of Party /1
Sheadia Associates, Inc. I
 

DATE: August 30, 1989
 

SUBJECT: 
 ENGLISH LANGUAGE TRAINING NEEDS ASSESSMENT

AND PROGRAM STUDY FOR THE TRAINING AND MANPOWER
DEVELOPMENT UNIT 
(TMD), MINISTRY OF PUBLIC WORKS AND
WATER RESOURCES, ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT
 

SUMMARY
 

A recen s-.uc' ccmmissicned by Shelad:a Assoc=-:es. nc.
 
:onc.-_.!;eE rnat ack
-he zngisn
tne .1::n.str" :s a malcr impediment anguage profic:ency within
 
specia. zec 

-D effec:ve Df:-shcre and
n-country 
 :ra:ning programs as weli
commun'ca:ion and exchange as to effective

of techn:ca: 
 informat:on 
with non-
Arazic speaking :rr:gatlon speclalists.
 

The s:,dy estimates that 
 791 high priorit7 Irrigatcn Mangement
Systems ,:MS) Project participants require some
languace -raln:ng form of English
tELT) before participating 
 !n ff-shore
training activities by the PCD in September 1991.
 
Another 183 
 employees intimately 
 involved
assessed to be in in the IMSP are
need of 
 ELT in order to improve their on-job
performance, but will 
not be participants 
 in off-shore training

act::'.es.
 

These data were 
collected 
 through interviews with
Irrigation officials, 16 Egyptian

12 American 
 IMS contractors,
officiais and 6 USAID
12 
English language training specialists.
 

The Water Research Center 
 (WRC) has 
 made arrangements with the
American University in Cairo 
(AUC) to provide advanced levei ELT
for 3.16 participants scheduled for short-term non-degree training
and 85 
long-term academic degree participants 
 under a separately
funded 
:SA:D contract.
 

Th;s :eaves :73 part;cipants 
 from tne origInai
must be 974 for whom ELT
arranged, 390 
 high priority participants for off-shore
training 
 and 183 participants 
 for :n-country posit:ons which
requir:ng Engish language skills.
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Based on 
the study's data an ELT program for 573
designed to 	 NPWWR employees
meet 	USAID's 
English language proficiency standards
for off-shore training activities and in-country requirements for
effective communication 
and exchange 
of technical informatlon
over the next two years would require the following:
 

1. 	 English language testing for 
potential participants.
The study 
estimates that between 1,000-2,000 employees
would need 
 to be tested in order 
 to identify 573

participants.
 

2. 
 Baved on previous testing programs conducted by the AUC
the expected results 
from a random testing program
would likely resemble the following pattern:
 

Class Level 
 Estimated Number of ELT
 
of English Participants/Class Level
 
Prol iciency
 

Elementary 
 189

Intermediate 
 258
 
Advanced 
 126
 

Total: 573
 
3. 	 A fuii-time, off-the-,ob ELT program with 30 contact
(instructional) hours/week (120/mo) 
 is recommended as
the most efficient way to offer language training.
 

4. 	 Under 
 Adeai conditions, participants scor:ng in the
Advanced class 
level would require a minimum one month
(120 contact hours) of 
 full-time study to 
achieve the
English profic:ency level 
necessary for admission

U.S. 	University, or 

to a

advanced technical non-degree study
 

program.
 

5. Participants placed 
 in the Intermediate 
class level
would require, 
 at the very least, a minimum of 2.5
months (300 contact hours) full-time study 
 to reach a
level 
considered acceptable for non-academic training.
 

6. 	 Elemetary 
class level participants 
would require a
minimum of 
 four months (480 contact hours) and quite
possibly beyond, 
 to meet USAID's minimum English
language standards for off-shore training.
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7. The estimated 
ELT months and contact hours for 573 MPWWR

participants. based on the study's data appear below:
 

Est No Est ELT 
 Total Est ELT 
 Total
CL/Eng of ELT Nos/Part Est ELT CH/Part Est
Prof Part 
 Mos/CL 
 ELT
 

CH/CL
 

Elem 189 
 4 756 
 480 90,720
Inter 258 
 2.5 645 
 300 77,400
Adv 126 
 1 126 
 120 15,120
 

Total 573 
 1,527 
 800 183,240
 

8. 
 The c.s: -:-ne M:ns:ry for 573 employees to spend over
 
:, O0 ontns off--ae--ob in ELT over the next 
Z years has
 
not been calcuilated.
 

9. The study estimates instructionai costs at $ 4.21 per
contact hour, b'2t 
these costs would vary based on choice of
 
venue.
 

10. The cost to train 573 MPWWR empioyees in Englisn language 
is
 
estimated to be $ 771,440.
 

11. This cost does not 
 include any per diem allowances or
transportat~on for the participants during the ELT periods.
 

M0890828.OS
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MINISTRY OF PUBLIC WORKS

R SHELADIA Associates, Inc. AND WATER RESOURCES
 

WATER RESEARCH CENTER1O X EGYPT TRAINING &MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 

TO: 	 Eng. Abd El-Hamid Fahim, Director August 30, 1989
 
Professional Development Project
 

FROM: 	 Jon A. Gant, Chief of PartySheladia Associates, Inc.
 

Subject: 	 English Language Training
 

I. PURPOSE
 

The purpose 
 of this 	 paper is to suggest approaches to

achieving 	IMS Project training goals.
 

It. BACKGROUND
 

The IMS Project calls for 872 participants to begin technical and
academic training programs by the end of September 1991. It is

estimated 	that 791 
MPWWR officials will need 
 English Language

Training 	 (ELT) if the candidates have 
 to meet 	 minimum ELT
requirements established by U3AID and U.S. 
institutions.
 

According 	to IMS Sub-Project officials, an additional 
183 MPWWR

officials 	would benefit from ELT since 
 their positions require

English competency.
 

If the MPWWR wishes to provide ELT for IMS projected requirements, it is estimated 
 that up to 974 (791 off-shore +183 incountry) technical/professional persons may have to be trained in

English during the life of the project.
 

It is understood that 
 the WRC Sub-Project has made arrangements
to obtain language training for 316 technical and 85 academic
participants that it will 
 sponsor for training between now and

September 1991. 
 This leaves 573 persons for whom English

Language Training (ELT) must be arranged if all 
are to attend ELT
programs; 
390 for IMS funded priority participant programs abroad
and 183 for in-country positions requiring English competency.
 

III. LANGUAGE TRAINING FACILITIES IN EGYPT
 

There are at least five institutions in Egypt that are providing

or could provide English language training for MPWWR partici
pants. The American University in Cairo (AUC) provides English
language training under a contract 
 with USAID. The American

Cultural 	 Center (ACC) 
 in Alexandria 
 provides open enrollment
English language programs. The International Language Institute

(ILl) in Tanta, Selsaby in El 
Minya, and the Center for Developing English Language Teaching (CDELT) at Ain Shams University are
other possible sources with on-going ELT programs.
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IV. PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES
 

ALTERNATIVE NO. 1
 

CONTINUE THE AUC LANGUAGE TRAINING PROGRAM 
APPROXIMATELY AS IS

AND SUPPORT EXPANSION AT THE ELEMENTARY AND INTERMEDIATE LEVELS
 
IN CAIRO
 

This 	approach is predicated on the following assumptions:
 

1. 	 Most IMS participants will need to qualify in English before
 
they go abroad for training and the English training would
 
take place in Cairo.
 

2. 	 Sufficient priority candidates exists to warrant the
 
expansion of English language training programs.
 

3. 	 AUC has been able to provide the necessary USAID supported

English language training to 
 date, and with only a little
 
additional effort, could meet 
the IMS Project requirements.
 

4. 	 AUC has the facilities, would agree to 
expand its program at
 
all levels, and can contract qualified instructors.
 

5. 	 All ELT IMS/ELT candidates who are accepted at AUC will be
 
released from work full 
time 	to attend language studies.
 

It is anticipated that USAID will 
fund up to 828 ELT slots at AUC
 
between 1989 and 1991. Subtracting the 316 short term and 85 long

term participants 
 for 	 WRC, nearly all of whom will receive
 
advanced level 
training from the 828 USAID funded ELT "slots", it

is estimated that 350 other IMS participants will be sent to the
 
U.S. Most of these 350 can be accommodated at AUC.
 

Please note that to meet IMS training projections, it may still

be necessary to send some participants who are not fully English

qualified to the U.S. in 
 "mixed" language groups.
 

ALTERNATIVE NO. 2
 

CONTINUE THE AUC PROGRAM 
AND EXPAND ELEMENTARY AND INTERMEDIATE
 
LANGUAGE TRAINING IN EXISTING FACILITIES AT EL MINYA, TANTA AND

POSSIBLY IN CAIRO. ADD AN 
 ELT SPECIALIST TO THE NITI/SHELADIA

TEAM TO WORK WITH AUC AND THE REGIONAL TRAINING CENTERS.
 

This 	approach is predicated on the following assumptions:
 

1. 	 Most IMS participants will need to qualify in English before
 
they go abroad for training.
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2. 	 A sufficient number of priority candidates exist to warrant
 
the development of additional English language training
 
programs.
 

3. 	 MPWWR and USAID will approve and fund language training at
 
elementary and intermediate levels in two or three regional
 
locations.
 

4. 	 Potential candidates will be available for language place
ment testing at selected centers.
 

5. 	 Candidates accepted for language training will be released
 
full time.
 

As indicated earlier, USAID will provide 828 advanced level ELT
 
slots at AUC between now and September 1991.
 

Since this number will accommodate most of the advanced level
 
training required under IMS, but will not meet all of the
 

elementary and intermediate requirements, AUC could be contracted
 
to work with the NITI/Sheladia specialist to organize elementary
 
and intermediate ELT at existing regional language training
 
facilities and, if the need is demonstrated, in Cairo.
 

Under Alternative No. 2., the Sheladia Associates Sub-Contractor,
 
AMIDEAST, would administer language placement tests in Cairo,
 
Alexandria, Minya and Tanta to potential participant candidates
 
identified by MPWWR. Those selected for ELT would be assigned to
 
full time language programs as close to their home and workplace
 
as possible. NITI would contract with Selsaby in El Minya, the
 
International Language Institute (ILI) in Tanta, etc., to
 
implement intensive progranis for MPWWR/IMS employees. If AUC is
 
not able to accommodate all beginning and intermediate students
 
in Cairo and there are additional training demands at this level,
 
programs could be developed at Ain Shams University or at other
 
Cairo facilities.
 

The main advantage to this approach is that the out of Cairo
 
regional training would develop an increased number of IMS
 
personnel qualified for short term technical training abroad or
 
to enter advanced level courses at AUC in Cairo. Other ad
vantages are that existing facilities would be used and elemen
tary and intermediate training would be provided at central loca
tions in the Governorates.
 

ALTERNATIVE NO. 3
 

COMPLEMENT PRESENT ENGLISH LANGUAGE TRAINING ACTIVITIES BY USING
 
ENGLISH QUALIFIED PARTICIPANTS AS INTERPRETERS FOR PARTICIPANTS
 
WHO ARE NOT FULLY QUALIFIED IN ENGLISH
 

This 	approach is based on the following assumptions.
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1. 	 There are MPWWR technical personnel who can not be released
 
for language training.
 

2. 	 Short term programs do not generally warrant long periods of
 
language instruction.
 

3. 	 Within MPWWR Departments and Authorities, there are technic
ally and language qualified f fficials who could serve as
 
interpreters while also benefi ing from training.
 

Since it is often difficult and in many cases not possible to
 
release certain officials for lengthy periods of language

training, emphasis could be placed on arranging training programs

for groups that mix individuals who meet or exceed the USAID
 
language requirements with others who do not. USAID will
 
approve English language waivers in cases where there is enough

English capability on the "team" to ensure that all of 
 the par
ticipants will benefit from the observation training program or
 
study visit.
 

Since the ratio of language qualified to non-English speakers

could be about one to four or five for observation programs and
 
study visits, most of the 350 participants could be accommodated
 
without having to undergo language training.
 

Adopting the above approach would be the easiest and most cost
 
effective way of meeting many of the IMS short term training

goals. No additional funds or new ELT programs would have to be
 
developed at this time and priority participants who do not have
 
language skills and can not be released for language training

could still benefit by accompanying others who are language
 
qualified.
 

The principal drawbacks to this approach are: (1) MPWWR offi
cials will not learn to read technical publications and other
 
materials prepared in English, (2) they will not be able to
 
communicate with English speaking professionals and (3) priority

technical/professional personnel will not be able meet
to 

language requirements for long term U.S. training.
 

ALTERNATIVE NO 4
 

DEVELOP AND/OR ADAPT SPECIAL TECHNICAL TRAINING COURSES FOR
 
PRESENTATION IN ARABIC IN EGYPT
 

The following assumptions apply.
 

1. 	 There are MPWWR personnel who can not be released for
 
language training and therefore can not qualify for special
ized U.S. technical training.
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2. 
 Short term programs do not generally warrant long periods of

language instruction.
 

3. Within all MPWWR Departments and Authorities, there art
technically and language qualified engineers who could serve
 
as part-time NITI technical trainers.
 

In order to accommodate individuals who need training but who can
not be 
 released from their work to study English, or who can 
not
be included in the mixed groups mentioned in Alternative No. 3.,
TMD/NITI is prepared to adapt 
a number of U.S. courses to be pre
sented in Egypt in Arabic.
 

The approach would be 
as follows:
 

1. 
 The IMS Sub-Projects and TMD/NITI make recommendations on
 
appropriate courses for Egypt.
 

2. MPWWR/IMS 
selects two to four technically qualified officials who have competency in the subject, who meet or
exceed the English language requirements, and who can be
available periodically to 
teach under NITI auspices.
 

3. 
 The selected two to four officials are sent the U.S. as
to

participants to attend the 
 course that will be adapted for
presentation in Egypt. 
 After completing the course, they
remain in the U.S. 
to work with instructors for two to three
weeks, depending upon the complexity of the material, to
tailor the course 
to Egyptian requirements.
 

4. The participants return to Egypt and 
 at a scheduled time,
NITI, or the IMS Sub-Project sponsoring 
the training, funds
the travel and other expenses for the U.S. instructor(s) to
 come to Egypt to give the course with the Egyptian officials
 
acting as co-trainers.
 

5. The Egyptian trainers (team) 
gives the course the second
time with the U.S. instructor(s) serving 
 as resource
person(s). Assuming that 
 all goes well, the U.S. instructor(s) returns to 
 the U.S. and the Egyptian trainers
continue 
 to give the specialized course 
as many times as
needed to meet project and MPWWR requirements.
 

6. 
 The first and second iterations in Egypt might be in English
with Arabic translation. But, from 
 the third course,

possibly from 
 the second, all materials and instruction
 
would be in Arabic.
 

The advantages to this alternative are:
 

1. A large number of persons 
can be trained at reasonable
 
costs.
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2. 
 Training is given in Egypt in Arabic and the participants do
 

not have to be released from work to 
learn English.
 

3. Courses can be tailored to Egyptian conditions.
 

4. 
 The cadre of trainers available to MPWWR/NITI is expanded
 
each time one of these programs is successfully completed.
 

To ensure that the 
 trainers are kept abreast of developments in
the technical subject, continuing contact between U.S. and
Egyptian engineers and other professionals should be encouraged.
Trainers would be sent 
 tofthe U.S. on a regular basis to keep
abreast of new technical :-developments that 
 could be adapted to
 
Egyptian conditions. -

A drawback is that most participants taking courses in Egypt will
not have an opportunity tonearn English or visit 
the U.S.
 

CP890830.19R
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APPENDIX H
 

Workshop Evaluation Results
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IMS PROJECT MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP
 

EVALUATION RESULTS
 

Following are the results of the thirty-two completed evaluation forms from
 
the IMS Project Management Workshop.
 

A. 	 Workshop Goals:
 

The goals of the workshop are listed below. The number listed
 
indicates how the participants felt about goal achievement. The scale
 
is from I (low, goal not achieved) to 5 (high, goal achieved very
 
well).
 

1. 	 Exchange current information about the IMS Project. (4.03)
 

2. 	 Provide an opportunity for project component teams to become better
 
acquainted with each other. (4.44)
 

3. 	 Review the roles and responsibilities of the project component teams,
 
the IMS Coordinating Committee, USAID and the Monitoring Office. (3.91)
 

4. 	 Agree on procedures for maziaging and coordinating the IMS components. (3.66)
 

5. 	 Discuss and make decisions or make recommendations for dealing with
 
the most imporLant issues that are affecting the management of the
 
IMS Project. (3.81)
 

6. 	 Develop and agree on a schedule for reviewing and, if necessary,
 
revising the management agreements decided at this meeting. (3.84)
 

B. 	 Opinions and Feedback:
 

Participants were asked to answer the following questions as
 
thoughtfully as possible. The answers will be used to help
 
facilitators plan other workshops in the future and also indicate
 
areas 	of concern that participants feel should be addressed in
 
follow-up activities. The number in parenthesis indicates the number
 
of similar responses received.
 

i. 	 What do you think has been the primary benefit of this workshop?
 

1. 	Opened the lines of communication with other components and made
 
me more knowledgeable about the overall project. Also it was
 
therapeutic to know everyone else has same problems.
 

2. 	Exchange information about the IMS project. (4)
 

3. 	The ptimary benefit is to get all the concerned offices together.
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4. 	Developuent of personal relationships with other IMS personnel.
 

5. 	Trying to solve problems.
 

6. 	To gain an understanding of the requirements of all the projects.
 

7. 	Initiate thinking about the project issues and problems.
 
Acceptance and friendship between participants.
 

8. 	To have an open ground for both MPWWR and USAID officials to
 
discuss their problems in implementing the IMS project and to try
 
to recommend solutions.
 

9. 	Getting good relationships among all the particpants, MPWWR and
 
USAID team leaders.
 

10. 	 Raising the difficulties facing project implementation.
 

11. 	 The project component directors and team leaders become better
 
acquainted with each other.
 

12. 	 Cooperation among participants.
 

13. 	 Opportunity to discuss issues and concerns with key personnel
 
involved with the project. (Contractors, USAID, MPWWR)
 

14. 	 Good un-derstanding of roles and responsibilities of all IMS
 
staff.
 

15. 	 Commitment to agreements reached. Bringing more than top
 

management in on the discussion and decision making process.
 

16. 	 Discussions.
 

17. 	 Role and responsibility of each organization in the
 
implementation of the IMS project.
 

18. 	 Getting acquainted. (4)
 

19. 	 Address very important issues.
 

20. 	 Meeting IMS and component members. Discovering information not
 

available previously.
 

21. 	 Euilding awareness between the senior staff regarding the
 
complexity of the IMS project. Flushing out the issues.
 

22. 	 Enable issues to be discussed in an open forum and steps decided
 
upon for resolving those issues. Plus, the issues will also be
 
tracked to insure their resolution.
 

23. 	 Better understand the language of the involved parties that could
 
lead to better understanding and improved cooperation in the
 
future.
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24. 	 Knowing the activities of the other components.
 

25. 	Determine the activiLy of IMS and steering committee and project
 
directors to everyone.
 

26. 	 Coordination and cooperation between the components of the
 
project.
 

27. 	 All the participants know each other and the various projects.
 
Answer many questions. Set a plan of work everybody agrees
 
about. Everybody knows his responsibilities.
 

28. 	 Awareness of the undertaking required by all parties (USAID,
 
MPWWR and contractors) - those concerned to achieve IMS's goals.
 

2. What workshop activity could have been done betcer?
 

1. 	Agree on procedures for managing the IMS component.
 

2. 	Procedures for managing IMS project.
 

3. 	Reduce issues to most important and reduce the number of
 
questions listed under each issue. I don't feel we were able to
 
devote suffient time to the issues.
 

4. 	Current information.
 

5. 	Needed more chance for discussion and study of different issues.
 

6. 	The field trip to the shore protection project.
 

7. 	Everything has been done very well. (8)
 

8. 	Discussion and recommendations.
 

9. 	The role and relation between IMS Committee and projects.
 

10. 	 Counterpart staffing and local salaries.
 

11. 	 Exchanging current information about the project components.
 

12. 	 More presentation time for each component. More explanation for
 
IMS projcct management.
 

13. 	 Project component descri.ption activity. It didn't reveal what
 

the projects really are doing.
 

14. 	 All.
 

15. 	 Training Needs should have been given more time for discussion.
 
Mr. Carmack was putting himself in a position as a facilitator
 
instead of a participant.
 

16. 	 Tended to go into too many details rather than broader policies
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and 	recommendations. We tried to solve too many small problems.
 

17. 	 Responsibilities and training.
 

18. 	 Defining issues, more is specific issues.
 

19. 	 Introductions. Summary session.
 

20. 	 More time would have been needed to come to a complete closure,
 
i.e., move from a rating of 4 to 5.
 

21. 	 I feel more time was needed for addressing workshop issues.
 

22. 	 Item on regulations of USAID procedures didn't receive enough
 
time, therefore a special mini-workshop is needed for this item.
 

23. 	 U'AID's regulations.
 

24. 	 Discussion and ending by valuable agreements.
 

25. 	 Most of the workshop activities.
 

26. 	 The workshop considering the setting did very well. It was well
 
balanced.
 

3. 	 Do you believe there are unresolved issues that should be dealt with
 
in the follow-up activities? What are they, and what should be done
 
about them?
 

1. 	What happened to the five components working in channel
 
measurement? and other overlaps?
 

2. 	Yes, there are unresolved issues.
 

3. 	Yes, there are. Monitoring office follow-up activities need to
 

be dealt with.
 

4. 	Yes, there are many. Procurement. Monitoring office. (2)
 

5. 	Yes. Monitoring office issues. Salaries and incentives. A
 
small committee was arranged for discussion.
 

6. 	Yes. Reporting and responsibilities of steering committee.
 

7. 	Yes. Workshop was related to current status, issues, policies
 
for planning the continuing and expanding role of IMS must be
 
addressed and decisions taken.
 

8. 	Yes. Maps.
 

9. 	Yes. Implementation & coordination of agreed actions.
 

10. Yes. Staffing, pay scales. Continuously inquire from MPWWR.
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11. 	 Incentives.
 

12. 	 AID regulations for procurement of equipment. Salaries and
 
incentives.
 

A3. 	 Many, but we now have the mechanism to resolve the remaining
 
issues.
 

14. 	 The role of the monitoring office is not sIear. I think it is
 
very important to held up a special workshop for the task of the
 
monitoring and evaluation.
 

15. 	 The issue of follow-up bothers me. Everyone seemed to want to
 
spread the follow-up to all attendees with no real
 
responsibility. Most agreements are to be completed in a short
 
time frame so someone should have been assigned to follow-up and
 
report to IMS committee.
 

16. 	 Deeply consider the objectives of the project (outputs, direct
 
effecLs and ultimate impact)
 

17. 	 The S & M issue of setting the maps with Eng. Ali Abdel Raliman.
 
How the Project Directors & Team Leaders to be more willing to
 
work and cooperate with each other for the Project's benefit.
 

18. 	 There is promises to solve many problems and adhere to a fixed
 
date for that. 1 hope it will be solved.
 

19. 	 They've been identified and direction on follow-up have been
 
established.
 

20. 	 Many that we think we have resolved will prove to be unresolved.
 
Follow-up! Follow-up! Follow-up!
 

21. 	 The whole purpose & scope of P D needs to be reviewed and steps
 
taken to make it functional.
 

22. 	 No. (9)
 

4. 	 What comments do you have about the workshop arrangements and
 
accommodations?
 

1. 	Good or excellent. (16)
 

2. 	O.K. or fair. (2)
 

3. 	Let's not use the Palestine again, o.k.?
 

4. 	Meeting room too hot!! Everything else more than adequate.
 

5. 	No comment, just wonderful. (Need to give more free time &
 
enjoyment)
 



6. 	They were very good. We just need more time off.
 

7. 	The workshop was well organized.
 

8. 	Not at all pleased with the arrangements (room too hot) and
 
accomodations were poor.
 

9. 	Not very good - let's go somewhere else next time.
 

10. 	 Excellent and I hope can be done according to the scheduled time
 
but I think no better than that effort has been done by the
 
facilitator.
 

5. 	 What final comments do you have for the workshop facilitators on
 
their performance?
 

1. 	Good or excellent. (18)
 

2. 	It might be better to state an issue and not give a list of sub
 
issues. Let the group attack the ISSUE and not 
the predefined
 
subissues (Issues are usually real, subissues may be one person's
 
pet 	peeve).
 

3. 	You tried your best. Excellent.
 

4. 	They did this performance very well.
 

5. 	You are wonderful. You have my admiration, respect and love.
 

6. 	They were excellent and very experienced in dealing with all the
 
discussions in a very diplomatic way. I don't think 
the workshop
 
would have accomplished it's goals without them.
 

7. 	I would like to thank them; they have done very good work.
 

8. 	Thank you for your success and hard efforts.
 

9. 	They are doing their best.
 

10. 	 As usual, a very good job by both. Thank you!
 

11. 
 Very 	good job - effective use of time available.
 

12. 	 Very good but not as smooth as the start-up workshop. Group may
 
have been too large.
 

13. 	 Wonderful except for the strict probibiting of smoking during the
 
session.
 

14. 	 Good luck and we hope to handle the next workshop.
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